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Foreword 
The new GEOS system, which includes geoPaint and geoWrite, has 
moved Commodore home computers into an exciting new world. 
Commodore owners now can access their machines through user
interface tools-pull-down menus, windows, and icons-by using a 
joystick or mouse to control screen input. COMPUTE!'s User's Guide to 
GEOS is your key to learning to take advantage of these tools quickly 
and easily. 

With GEOS's word processing component, geoWrite, you'll be able 
to do all your text-writing jobs, from simple letters to complete manu
scripts. And you'll learn how to move material back and forth between 
geoPaint and geoWrite. The possibilities of desktop publishing, where 
you can actually produce and control your own publications, are truly 
exciting. 

Along the way, you'll learn to use the special GEOS desk acces
sories like the calculator, the note pad, the text album, and the scrap 
book, which will help you get organized. These devices will make your 
computing life easier, whether it's jotting down notes to yourself or 
calculating figures while you're actually working on a document. 

COMPUTEt's User's Guide to GEOS is a complete tutorial and 
sourcebook, with detailed information and handy tips on using the 
techniques available to you. You'll be guided by illustrations that will 
show you exactly how to create different effects and that will spark 
your imagination for interesting projects to try. 

In the appendices you'll find a quick reference to the hierarchy of 
the pull-down menus that occur throughout GEOS, plus a glossary that 
defines unfamiliar terms. 

In short, COMPUTEt's User's Guide to GEOS is all you need to 
master the GEOS system. You'll discover that the potential applications 
are both easy to accomplish and powerful. 
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Welcome to GEOS 
The Williams family have just finished making plans for their annual 
holiday open house. This year, they used GEOS to prepare a combina
tion map and invitation. Figure 1-1 is what they'll be sending. 

Figure 1-1. Open House Invitation 
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The family down the block have sold their house and they will be 
having their final yard sale. Rachael's teddy bear, a chair, a dresser, 
and other things will be up for sale. The for-sale sign in Figure 1-2 was 
done with GEOS. 

Finally, for his upcoming newsletter about children, Bill needs 
some eye-catching pictures. His friend got him started with the clown 
you see in Figure 1-3. It was created with geoPaint, the graphics part of 
GEOS. 

All these people used GEOS, a new tool for your Commodore 64 or 
128 in 64 mode that offers the advantages of a desktop environment and 
frees your creative energy and ideas. GEOS is not just another software 
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CHAPTER 1 

Figure 1-2. Yard Sale 
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Welcome to GEOS 

program. It's a completely new operating system that allows you to in
teract directly with your computer in a way that no other product de
signed for the Commodore ever has before. It may also be the software 
that will give you the most fun and satisfaction with your Commodore. 

The letters in GEOS stand for Graphics Environment Operating 
System. GEOS offers you a set of tools and timesavers that until now 
have been available only on far more expensive computer systems. 

Using GEOS, you'll learn how to write form letters and personalize 
each one of them, design and print out elaborate signs, draw graphics 
in color, and even have GEOS help calculate your bills, keep track of 
time, and remind you of important appointments. Best of all, you can 
combine many of GEOS's special features, such as drawing and text, as 
you have seen in Figures 1-1 and 1-2. 

You'll find that using GEOS is as simple as choosing an item from 
a restaurant menu. You use a joystick to select an item from a menu by 
moving the pointer and pressing the fire button. No need to type 
lengthy filenames or commands. By selecting with the joystick pointer 
and pressing the fire button, you control the drawing of figures, editing 
of text, selecting of files, and other important operations. 

Using This Book 
If this is your first experience with a Commodore home computer, read 
the setup section in your owner's manual. Before you begin using 
GEOS, be sure the computer, printer, disk drive, and joystick are all 
connected properly. 

To begin learning and enjoying GEOS, browse through this book 
to become familiar with what material is covered and how the book is 
organized. Knowing what's where will be a great help later when you 
begin to combine different GEOS applications, such as geoWrite (the 
word processor) and geoPaint (the graphics-design tool). 

Appendix A is a summary of all the GEOS pull-down menus and 
menu items. Refer to it if you get stuck and can't remember what se
quence of commands is needed to perform a certain operation, such as 
selecting or deleting a file. 

While you're browsing is also a good time to become familiar with 
some of the new terms. Although you will learn the definitions and 
use of these terms as you work through COMPUTEt's User's Guide to 
GEOS, by seeing them first you will get a head start on understanding 
what they mean and where they fit in. They're defined in the glossary 
(Appendix B). 

Use the index to find the location of specific information you want 
to know more about. The same GEOS feature might be mentioned in 
several places throughout the book. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Use your time well. Don't try to master GEOS in one or two sit
tings. Give yourself plenty of time to read each section carefully. In
stead of working for a few long sessions, you'll be much better off 
working in small chunks of time with less effort than in one marathon 
sitting that can leave you exhausted and frustrated. Even though the 
r.Fn.c.;"v"tpm i" "imn1p ;:mci "tr;}io-htforw;}rci. it t;}kp" timp to m;}"tf'r any ---- -J------ -- -----r-- ------ ------0------ -------, -- ------- . - - - - -- -- .I 

good program. Learning GEOS should be as enjoyable as using it. 
While you're learning GEOS, you will be acquiring some new basic 

skills. These will become the foundation upon which you will base 
your own GEOS creations. When you see that figures are used to illus
trate points, try these hands-on exercises yourself. For example, one of 
the first steps in learning to use GEOS properly is making a backup 
disk. Don't just read about it, do it. Follow the step-by-step directions. 
If you are unsuccessful, reread the section and try again. 

Once you have completed these exercises, you'll find that what 
you have learned fits together with the other parts of GEOS that you 
have already mastered. Soon, you'll have the whole system under con
trol. Then the real fun of knowing GEOS and applying it will begin. 

An Overview 
GEOS's desktop environment offers several features. Here's a brief de
scription of what each is and what it does. 

First, there's the GEOS deskTop. This is the GEOS operating sys
tem and is the heart of everything that GEOS can do. The deskTop al
lows you to work with the GEOS disk system. It provides a bridge 
between your commands and the execution of those commands by 
GEOS. So when you move the pointer and click the fire button, it's the 
deskTop system that instructs your Commodore where to go and what 
to do once it gets there. 

GEOS's word processor, geoWrite, allows you to enter text, edit it 
as you see fit, save it, and print it. You can then return to it later when 
you might want to print it out again or continue revising it. You can 
even move one section of a document to another part of the same (or 
another) document, or you can change from one font (shape of letter) 
to another-either before or after you have finished typing. 

With geoWrite you can turn your Commodore 64 into an electronic 
typewriter that can store up to 64 pages of text in anyone file. Word 
processing is the number-one use for personal computers like the 
Commodore. Learning to use geoWrite will provide you with a valuable 
timesaving skill. 

For example, you might want to use geoWrite to write a short re
port, save the document as a text file, and, when you have more time, 
revise it before submitting the final copy to the boss. What about the 
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We/come to GEOS 

PTA treasurer's report that you had to type over seven times before 
getting it right? Or the records for the lodge anniversary celebration 
that should be updated? 

With geoWrite you can use different fonts like California bold or 
Roma bold to give your letters and notes an extra professional touch 
(Figure 1-4). 

Figure 1-4. California and Roma Fonts 

This is an example of California foot (t2point) 

This is an example of Roma font (13 point) 

Figure 1-5. Three-Pattern Design 

The GEOS graphics editor is called 
geoPaint. This feature provides a toolbox of 
14 tools with which you can draw pictures, 
figures, and diagrams. You can then save 
them, print them, revise them, and even 
combine them with other geoPaint images. 

You can use one of the 32 predesigned patterns to achieve texture 
in your images, change patterns when you wish, color them, save 
them, and then change the color. You even have 32 different brush 
patterns to choose from as well. The possibilities seem endless ... and 
perhaps they are. 

Figure 1-5 is a simple design that was completed by using GEOS 
and three of the 32 patterns that geoPaint makes available for filling 
spaces. 

The desk accessories file contains six useful aids that you can call 
at any time: 

• An alarm clock, which lets you set the time and date and actually 
rings (very handy in reminding you it's time to check the soup or 
make that phone call). 

• A calculator that you can use just like a hand-held calculator to do ev
erything from adding numbers to finding square roots. 

• A note pad for jotting down notes and ideas (especially useful when 
you are working in geoPaint or geoWrite and have an idea that just 
can't wait). 

• A photo manager for organizing graphics and drawings, enabling you 
to construct photo albums (sets of different graphic images). 
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CHAPTER 1 

• A text manager that helps you manage different blocks or sections of 
text and construct text albums. 

• A preference manager for controlling certain features of GEOS such as 
the screen background and foreground colors and the speed with 
which your pointer moves. 

What's especially useful about the desk accessories is that they are 
available to you even during the operation of other GEOS applications. 
For example, in Figure 1-6, you can see part of a memo sent to the vice 
president of a running club about the upcoming banquet. The calcu
lator can be used to compute the cost of the dinner for the entire 
group. It will appear right on the screen. When the computation is fin
ished, the calculator will be removed, and the note printed. 

Figure 1-6. Memo 

8/t5/86 

Dear Phil, 

I'm glad to report that we wiD ow;e 
again ha'le everyone at the upcoming 
dinner_ 

Than~_ you for aU your time and wort in 
arranging the event 

Best Wishes .. 

Tony 

As you work through each of the main GEOS application pro
grams, you will see examples of how the desk accessories can be used. 

The three main applications features of GEOS are geoWrite, 
geoPaint, and the desk accessories. These are the applications that you 
will probably use most of the time. Other GEOS files and features, 
such as GEOS Kernal or GEOS Boot, are necessary only for starting 
GEOS and managing files and disks. 

GEOS has one other special feature that you should know about 
before you continue reading: a diskTurbo feature that makes the 1541 
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Welcome to GEOS 

disk drive operate as much as seven times faster than normal. This be
comes especially handy as your files grow large in size and in number. 

What You Need to Use GEOS 
You need four components in your computer system to operate GEOS: 

• Commodore 64 or 128 (in 64 mode) computer 
• At least one 1541 or 1571 disk drive 
• Monitor (either monochrome or color) or television 
• Joystick or Commodore 1350 mouse to control the pointer on your 

GEOS screen 

While a printer is not necessary, it is recommended. It allows you 
to make hardcopies of your work, usually something that everyone 
wants to or needs to do sooner or later. 

You should connect each of these separate components as de
scribed in the manual that comes with your computer. If you have 
trouble starting GEOS, the first thing to check is that the connections 
between the different components of your system are correct and tight. 
If you still have trouble, refer to the trouble-shooting chapter (Chapter 7) 
in the GEOS User's Guide. 

How to Use GEOS 
GEOS is easy to learn and use because of two significant features. First, 
it uses windows. Windows are separate sections of the monitor screen 
that can include everything from a directory of what's on a disk to an 
entirely different application, or they can simply display a message 
telling you to place a different disk in the disk drive. 

Figure 1-7 illustrates a screen with several different windows. If it 

Figure 1-7. Sample Windows 

Ple.ose. Sele.ct Option: 

I CreBte I roel.u text ':llbIJIYI 

I Open existing te>,t .~lblJm 

CQuit 
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CHAPTER 1 

looks a bit confusing, don't be concerned. Each window has a separate 
function and operates independently. You'll learn about each one as 
you read and work through COMPUTE!'s User's Guide to GEOS. 

The second major feature is that GEOS uses pull-down menus 
(Figure 1-8). You know what a menu is-a list of things from which 
you can choose. The menus that GEOS uses are accessible through 
clicking on the main window menu located in the upper left corner of 
the screen. These menus are called pull-down menus because you vir
tually pull them down by moving the pointer over them, clicking, and 
then selecting one of the items on the menu. 

Figure 1-8. Pull-Down Menus 

options ~ fonts 

no 
I I 

In Appendix A, you will find a complete list of all the window 
menus and the pull-down menus that· go with them, plus an explana
tion for what each of them does. 

When you see a main menu in a window, you will know that 
clicking on one of the pull-down menus will cause another pull-down 
menu to appear. There may even be multiple levels of pull-down 
menus. For example, when you choose a font, another window will 
pop up asking what size you want. 
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Welcome to GEOS 

The GEOS Source Disk and Backups 
Before you begin doing anything with GEOS, you should make a back
up of the master disk, or source disk. The source disk is the original 
disk that came in your GEOS package. This is the disk that you will 
need when you create work disks, and it serves as a backup should 
anything happen to your original source disk. 

When you have finished this section of the book, you should have 
one backup disk that will be stored for safekeeping and several (at 
least two) other backup disks that will become work disks. You will use 
work disks for storing your personal files. 

Making Backup Disks 
A backup disk is essential for two reasons. First, you may accidentally 
erase an important GEOS file from the source disk, or your disk may be 
physically damaged. If you manage to lose an important file or damage 
any of your work disks, you can use the backup to rebuild or restore 
the file you need by simply copying it from the source disk onto a 
work disk. 

Second, your source disk does not have enough space on it to 
store all the new files that you will be creating while you're learning 
and using GEOS. A work disk will eventually have more room on it, 
since unnecessary files (such as GEOS Kernal) can safely be removed. 

In other words, any additional information, such as files created 
with geoWrite and geoPaint, can't fit on the original or on an exact copy 
of the GEOS source disk. To use any of the GEOS applications and 
pull-down menus and also have enough room to save the new files 
that you have created, you must remove some unneeded files from the 
copied GEOS disk. 

Helpful Hints 
If you own a Commodore 64C, two work disks have already been 
prepared for you and are enclosed in your GEOS package. You'll 
want one of them to be a backup and the other to be your first work 
disk. You will no doubt need more than one work diSk, so don't ignore 
this section on preparing disks. 

GEOS work disks are especially important since you never work 
directly on the GEOS disk, but always on a work disk. The GEOS 
source disk is used only to boot your GEOS program and get it run
ning. You will soon learn to transfer all the important GEOS files over 
to a work disk. 
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CHAPTER 1 

By creating your first work disk, you will also have an opportunity 
to become familiar with the way in which GEOS actually works, in
cluding the use of window menus, pull-down menus, and icons. 

Backing Up the Source Disk 
To make a backuD CODV of vour GEOS source disk and then create V01lT 

first work disk, f~llo~ thes~ steps. .I 

1. Turn on your computer and your disk drive. Connect your joystick 
to port 1 on the right side of the computer. Port 1 is the one that is 
closest to you. 

2. Place the master GEOS disk (the one with the white GEOS label) in 
the disk drive and close the door. During the backup procedure, this 
disk will be called the source disk. Make sure that the disk label is 
facing up when you insert it. 

3. Type the following command: 

LOAD "GEOS,fl8,l <RETURN> 

The <RETURN> means press the RETURN key. Remember that 
there are no spaces between the commas, the 8, and the 1. If you 
make a typing mistake before you press RETURN, use the 
INST jDEL key to back up and make corrections. 

As soon as you press the RETURN key, the disk drive will begin 
spinning, and a message will soon appear on the monitor indicating 
that GEOS is being booted, or loaded, into your Commodore 64 system. 

A moment later, you should see the opening GEOS screen (Figure 
1-9), which is called the GEOS deskTop. 

Figure 1-9. GEOS DeskTop 
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Welcome to GEOS 

You can see that there are several different parts to the GEOS 
opening screen. The command bar, located at the top left corner, con
tains a number of items to choose from: geos, file, view, disk, and spe
cial. This command bar is also called the window menu. 

On the screen, you will also find several different icons, or pic
tures, that stand for different files or tasks that GEOS can perform. In 
the lower right corner there's a trash can icon that you'll use to throw 
out unwanted files. Next to it is a convenient printer icon. You'll use it 
to print out the contents of a file. 

You'll notice a dog-eared corner at the bottom left of the screen. If 
you click once on the dog-ear, you'll flip the page and be able to see 
more GEOS files, both those you have created and those that are part 
of the GEOS package. You can keep turning the page until you finally 
are returned to page 1 when you have run through all the files. 

One of the icons on the main part of the screen is titled Backup. 
This is the next thing that you'll learn to do. You will select and use 
Backup to make at least two copies of the master GEOS disk. One 
backup will be stored for safekeeping; the other will be used to create 
your first work disk. After that, you can use this procedure to create as 
many work disks as you need. 

To get started making a backup, select the Backup icon on the 
deskTop screen. Using the joystick, move the pointer over the Backup 
icon and press the joystick fire button just once. The color pattern will 
reverse (the black will become white, and the white will become 
black), indicating that the Backup icon has been selected. This change 
in colors is called reverse video. It is used throughout GEOS to indicate 
that an icon has been selected or is active. 

Next, move the pointer to the window menu to select the file pull
down menu. Click the fire button once again. Here is the first dem
onstration of how GEOS offers pull-down menus so that you can select 
the one you need from several different items. The GEOS system as
sumes that you want to open the file, and the pointer arrow automati
cally points to that item in the pull-down menu (Figure 1-10). 

Now click the fire button a third time to open the file called Back
up. The red light on the disk drive will come on, and the next screen 
you see will contain a message asking whether you want to format a 
disk. 

Before proceeding, remove your GEOS disk and place a blank 
work disk in the disk drive. 
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Figure 1-10. Opening a File 

Helpful Hints 
There is another way to select any GEOS file, which is much quicker 
and doesn't use the open-file procedure that was just described. You 
can open any GEOS file by placing the pointer over the icon and giv
ing two clicks of the fire button in rapid succession. This procedure, 
which will automatically open a file, is called doub/e-clicking. 

Formatting a Disk 
You can now either press the F key to format the new disk, or you can 
enter Q to quit. Since you are making a backup and first have to for
mat a blank disk, you should press the F key and then the RETURN 
key. A message will soon appear on the monitor screen indicating that 
the disk is being formatted. Formatting a disk divides it into separate 
sections so that the Commodore and GEOS operating systems can read 
and write information quickly and accurately. The formatting process 
takes a few minutes to complete. 

After the formatting process has been completed, the next message 
on the monitor will be 

INSERT SOURCE DISK, AND ENTER 'C' TO COPY (C)? 

This message lets you know that GEOS is ready to copy from the 
source disk to the blank disk (which GEOS now calls the destination 
disk). 

Your blank destination disk has been formatted, so it is now time 
to return the GEOS source disk to the disk drive. The GEOS Backup file 
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not only formats your disk, but it also copies files from the source disk 
onto the blank formatted disk. Insert the source disk and press the C 
key and the RETURN key. 

GEOS immediately gives you the message 

READING SOURCE DISK .... 

By reading the source disk (and storing it in your computer's memory), 
GEOS can then write it back onto the blank destination disk when it is 
inserted into the drive. 

Finally, you will now see a series of messages, telling you to swap 
disks. The way GEOS works is that it reads as much information from 
the source disk as it has room to store in the Commodore's memory. 
Once the disks have been swapped, GEOS writes this same information 
onto the backup disk and clears its memory for the next batch of mate
rial. 

GEOS will continue to give you swapping instructions until the en
tire disk has been copied. You will have to swap three times; then you 
will get the following GEOS message telling you that the backup is 
complete: 

BACKUP COMPLETE! 
INSERT GEOS BOOT DISK AND PRESS RESTORE 

If you run into trouble, you can always begin again by reloading 
the original GEOS source disk. 

While you have not yet created a work disk, you have completed 
the steps for making a backup copy of your GEOS disk. Now remove 
the backup disk and place the GEOS source disk back into the disk 
drive. Press the RESTORE key, and you will be returned to the GEOS 
opening screen. 

Repeat these directions from the beginning of the backup section 
to create another backup. You will use that backup disk for your first 
work disk. When you are finished, you should have two backup disks, 
and the original GEOS deskTop screen (see Figure 1-9) will be dis
played on your monitor. 

Label one of these disks GEOS BACKUP, and put it in a safe place 
to be used if you have to restore any lost or damaged files. Label the 
other disk Working Disk 1. Both disks are exact duplicates of the GEOS 
source disk. One will remain a backup, and the other will become a 
work disk. 

Helpful Hints 
GEOS is deSigned so that only the source disk can be used to boot up 
the program. You cannot boot up the program with either a backup 
or a work disk. 
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Preparing a Work Disk 
Closing a disk. In GEOS, as in many other software programs, 

when you are finished with a disk, you must close the disk. It's like 
closing the cover of a book before putting it back on the shelf. Closing 
a disk, like closing a book cover, helps keep the contents in order and 
~~(~ (_~~ --l~~~~~ 
':'U.l'C .l.lVl.ll UCU.llU5Co 

After you've rebooted GEOS, you must close the GEOS source disk. 
Do this by moving the pointer to the disk pull-down menu on the win
dow menu and clicking. Then move the pointer in the disk pull-down 
menu to close and click again. This will close the GEOS disk. 

When the disk has been closed, the GEOS drawing window will be 
blank, and the disk icon on the right side of the screen will show a 
question mark. This means that no active disk is in disk drive A and 
that GEOS is waiting for a new disk to be opened. 

Helpful Hints 
Another way to close a disk is by clicking the pointer on the close 
icon, the small black rectangle in the upper right corner of the open
ing screen. Clicking this square will automatically close whatever file 
you are in. 

Opening a disk. Now that the GEOS source disk has been closed, 
open the door of the disk drive and remove it. Then replace it with the 
other backup disk that you have just made. Close the disk drive door. 

Just as you have to close a disk when you have finished using it, 
you must open a disk before it can be used for any GEOS procedure. 
To open a disk, move the pointer to the disk menu on the window 
menu, click, and click again on open. 

The disk drive should start spinning, and before long you should 
see the GEOS opening screen. Notice how the disk icon (on the right
hand side of the screen) reads GEOS Vl.2, even though this is not the 
GEOS master disk. This is because it is a copy of the original source 
disk, and you have yet to change the actual name as it is recorded on 
the disk. 

Renaming a disk. After the disk has been opened, you must re
name it so that it will not become confused with other disks. From the 
window menu select disk and then from that pull-down menu, rename. 

When you do this, you will be presented with your first dialogue 
box (Figure 1-11), where GEOS shows the current disk name and also 
asks you to enter a new disk name. GEOS uses dialogue boxes to get 
information it needs from you to continue operating. 
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Figure 1- 11. Rename Dialogue Box 

new disk Rome: 

GE05 VL'~ 

In order to rename a disk, you must first erase the old name. Back
space by using the INST jDEL key located in the upper right corner of 
the keyboard. Once you've erased the old name, type in the new name 
(Work Disk 1) and press the RETURN key. If you make an error in 
your typing, you can begin again by pressing the INST JDEL key. 

You'll notice that GEOS renames the disk, and that the disk icon 
on the GEOS screen is now labeled Work Disk 1 instead of GEOS V1.2, 
as it was originally named. 

You now have a work disk named Work Disk 1 and are ready to 
prepare it for GEOS applications by creating some room for applica
tions files. You will do this by erasing some of the files that you don't 
need to use on a work disk. 

Helpful Hints 
It will probably save you much time and effort if you use separate 
work disks for different applications. In other words, you might have 
one work disk just for geoWrite files and a separate work disk for 
geoPaint files. Finally, as you will see later, you might also want a disk 
for files that use both geoWrite and geoPaint. In this way you can 
keep all your files organized under general headings, and you'll be 
able to retrieve them quickly. Later, when you begin to use both 
geoPaint and geoWrite files in the same file, you will have to borrow 
one file and copy it to another disk to use it there. 

Deleting write-protected files. Some original GEOS files must be 
erased or deleted to make room on the work disk for your new files. 
Two in particular that can be erased from the work disk are the GEOS 
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Boot and the GEOS Kernal files. You should see an icon that represents 
each of these on the GEOS opening screen (Figure 1-9). 

These two files are necessary only for loading and starting GEOS, 
so you can delete them without causing any effect on your work. Re
member that you never start GEOS from a work disk, so you don't 
need to keep these on any work disk. 

'Helpful Hints 
The GEOS Boot and GEOS Kernal files must remain on your source disk 
for you to be able to use GEOS. In no circumstances should you erase 
them or should you ever use the GEOS source disk as a work disk. 

Deleting a file is just like throwing it away. GEOS provides you 
with a trash can for that very purpose. Some files are so important to 
keeping GEOS running, however, that special safeguards are built in to 
prevent accidental deletion. These files must first have their write
protect status changed. 

Watch what happens if you try to delete one of these essential 
files. Move the pointer to the GEOS Boot icon and click it once; pause 
and click it once again. You will see a ghost of that icon. Move the joy
stick around, and you can see how the ghost icon moves as well. Now 
move the icon to the lower right corner of the screen, over the trash 
can, and click again. 

A file that is not write-protected would have been deleted, and the 
icon would have disappeared from the screen. But, as you can see, 
with this file a GEOS dialogue box (Figure 1-12) tells you that the file 
is write-protected and cannot be deleted. 

Figure 1-12. Write-Protected Dialogue Box 

This file is wlite plotected 

and con"t be deleted 

OK 
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Before you can delete that file, you must change its write-protect 
status. First, return to the deskTop by clicking OK on the dialogue box, 
indicating that you are aware of the write-protect status of the file. 
Now select the GEOS Boot icon (one click), move the pointer to the file 
pull-down menu, and click. Then move to the pull-down menu item 
info and click again. 

You now have a dialogue box (Figure 1-13) providing you with a 
substantial amount of information about the file. For now the most im
portant piece of information is the write-protect status. When the small 
square to the left of the write-protect status message is solid, the file is 
protected. When it is hollo~, it is not. As you can see in Figure 1-13, 
GEOS Boot is protected. 

Figure 1-13. Protected File 
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To unprotect a file, move the pointer onto that square and click. 
When you do this, you'll see the square become hollow, indicating that 
the file is no longer protected. Finally, close the file by clicking the 
close file icon in the upper right corner of the dialogue box (not the 
close icon on the original GEOS deskTop screen). You should be re
turned to the opening GEOS screen. 

Helpful Hints 
There are sometimes two close icons on the screen. One will probably 
be on the deskTop screen, and one on a dialogue box. The rule is to 
use the close icon that is on the last dialogue box or screen that has 
appeared. For example, when you are closing a file that is write
protected, use the close icon on the dialogue box that gives you 
information about the file. When closing a disk, use the close icon 
that is located on the main, or deskTop, screen. 
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The GEOS Boot file is now unprotected. Since it is active, it will 
remain in reverse video. Move the pointer and click the GEOS Boot 
icon; then drag the ghost icon to the trash can and click again. You will 
soon see the ghost icon and the GEOS Boot icon disappear. The space 
on your work disk taken up by the Boot file is empty and available for 
vour use. 
J You can also tell that the file has gone by noting that the amount 
of space, or number of free kilobytes (K), has increased as well. This is 
indicated on the GEOS screen. 

Now repeat these steps to delete the GEOS Kernal file: Select the 
file, click file, click info, click off write-protection, click the close icon, 
and then delete the file by dragging it to the trash can. 

Your last step in preparing a work disk is to close the work-disk 
file by clicking the close icon on the opening GEOS screen. 

Helpful Hints 
When you're creating work disks, the only two files that you should 
erase are the GEOS Boot and the GEOS Kernal files. As we go along, 
you will find other files that are not necessary for your particular 
needs, and you can delete them to make more room. But for now 
don't delete any files other than these two. 

You have now created a work disk that has plenty of room for 
your application files. You might want to create several different work 
disks and save them for specific purposes. For example, you might 
want to use one work disk only for names and addresses and another 
for charts and signs. Don't be concerned about having files you want 
to combine together on the same disk. GEOS allows you to work with 
files from different disks and even transfer them back and forth. 

Now let's move on to the first GEOS application, geoPaint. 
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geoPaint: 
The Artist in You 

Ever wonder how other computer users make those wonderful 
drawings, complete with shaded areas that look as if a professional 
graphics artist has been hired? Or how they combine graphic images 
with text to make signs, invitations, and announcements? 

With geoPaint you can accomplish these same things and more. 
geoPaint is a graphics editor. It allows you to create drawings, figures, 
graphs, and other images on the screen (and of course print them on 
paper). You can work with them until you are satisfied that they look 
exactly the way you want. 

For example, Figure 2-1 was drawn with geoPaint's pencil-drawing 
feature. With a little help from geoPaint's more than 30 patterns, shade 
and color areas were used for the dog's nose and tongue. 

Figure 2-1. Cocker Spaniel 
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The text part of this figure was created by using a special text fea
ture of geoPaint. While not as flexible as GEOS's word processor geoWrite, 
geoPaint gives you several options for adding text information to your 
geoPaint drawings and files. Further along in this book, you'll even 
learn how to use geoWrite and geoPaint together to control the most 
powerful features that GEOS has to offer. 

Starting geoPaint 
If you have not already done so, load your original GEOS disk into the 
disk drive and boot GEOS. When you see the GEOS opening screen, re
place the source disk with one of your work disks. 

Helpful Hints 
Always remember to close a disk when you have finished using it (or 
whenever you remove it from the disk drive) and to open a disk every 
time you begin using it (or whenever you place it into the disk drive 
and close the door). 

The Opening Screen 

~ 
~ 

GEOPAItH 

You should now be at the opening GEOS screen, ready to select an 
icon. Just as you have been selecting all along, move the pointer to the 
geoPaint icon which, appropriately enough, looks like a palette and a 
paintbrush. Double-click (two clicks in rapid succession) on the 
geoPaint icon, and the disk drive should begin to turn while GEOS 
looks for the main geoPaint file. 

The first thing that you'll notice on the geoPaint opening screen is 
a dialogue box (Figure 2-2) asking what you want to do. Here, you 
have three choices. 

The first choice is to create a new document. Use this option when 
you are using geoPaint to create a new document that is not yet a part 
of the GEOS system. It will be a new file, and a new icon will be cre
ated to represent that file. 

The second choice is to open an existing document. Use it when 
you want to revise or work on a geoPaint document that you have al
ready created and stored as a file. For example, let's say you are work
ing on a new house plan and have already used geoPaint to enter the 
first draft of the drawing. Two weeks later, after an unexpected salary 
raise, you can afford more space and want to change the plan. 

In this case you are opening a file that already exists. The possibil
ity of being able to save a drawing and come back to work on it again 
later depends, of course, on how you label and assign names to your 
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Figure 2-2. Selecting an Option 

I Create I ne'-,-' document 

Open existing document 
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files. You'll need to keep the names of your files in good housekeeping 
order, a topic which will be covered shortly. 

When you do go back to work on a previously saved document, 
you will be asked to choose among all those that have been stored on 
the disk. Simply use your joystick to move the pointer to the file you 
want to work with, click on the filename to highlight it, and then click 
on the word open. 

The third option offered in the dialogue box is to quit geoPaint and 
return to the deskTop, or opening GEOS screen. This is the option you 
will choose when you have finished working on a document or have 
just finished working for that session. Choosing this option automati
cally closes (and saves to the disk) the file that you are working on. 

Since this is your first outing with any GEOS application, you'll 
start by creating a new document. 

Opening and Naming Files 
Let's return to the dialogue box in Figure 2-2 and mention some hints 
about naming files. GEOS allows you to use filenames up to 16 charac
ters long ranging from aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa to 1234567887654321, but 
you'll make it easier on yourself if you use meaningful names. 

You might want to organize your files in a way that helps you 
keep track of the files that can be stored on a 1541 or 1571 disk. It's 
possible to have as many as 144 files, though it's doubtful that you'd 
have such small files that all 144 could fit. One method of keeping 
track of files is by naming the file something related to the content, 
and then using what's called an extension to represent the general class 
of documents. 
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For example, if you are working on house plans, you might want 
the extension to be plan so that the file containing the general plan 
might be called general.plan. Here are some categories and extensions 
that you might want to use as a basis for organizing your geoPaint 
files: 

Extension Category 
.inv invitations 
.graph graphics 
. bus draw business drawings 
.plans general plans 

So a file that contains an invitation to a holiday party might be 
called holiday.inv. 

When you name a new file, you are provided with a kind of blank 
slate, which is really the geoPaint opening screen (Figure 2-3). 

Figure 2-3. Opening Screen 

You can see several different areas on the geoPaint screen, many of 
which are separate from one another. First, there's the window menu 
located in the upper left corner of the screen. It contains a series of the 
pull-down menus that you learned about in Chapter 1. 

Next, there's the active filename (or document name) located in 
the upper right corner, looking as if it were on the edge of a file folder. 
The filename in Figure 2-3 is "graph." As you might expect, when you 
rename a file, the filename will change as well. 

The large white area in the center of the screen is the drawing 
window, where you will actually do your drawing with the geoPaint 
tools. Even though the drawing window looks large on the monitor, it 
really represents only about 1/14, or 7 percent, of the full size that a 
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geoPaint document can be. You will learn later how to move the win
dow around so that you can work on different parts of a drawing. 

So what you see on the geoPaint screen is only part of what you 
can get, especially if you want an image to be larger than the actual 
drawing window. What you see on the screen works out to be about 
3.3 X 1.8 inches in area when the image in the drawing window is 
printed. 

The Toolbox 
To the left of the drawing window, you'll see the set of 14 individual 
drawing icons running down the side of the screen. They correspond 
to the different graphics operations that you can perform, such as fill
ing and shading areas with certain patterns, erasing areas of a picture, 
and adding text. In addition, there are icons for drawing squares and 
circles, either hollow or filled. 

This set of icons is called the toolbox, and we'll spend a good deal 
of time working with each of these tools and providing examples of 
how they can be used. 

In the lower left corner is the current pattern indicator. It tells you 
what type of pattern is currently active when you select one of the 
drawing icons that use a pattern such as the fill or the brush. 

Move the pointer to the current pattern indicator and click. You'll 
instantly see on the bottom of the screen some 32 different patterns 
(Figure 2-4). The default (the one automatically active) is gray. 

Figure 2-4. Patterns 

You'll experiment with these patterns later and will see how the 
pattern option may be one of geoPaint's most fun and potentially cre
ative tools. 
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Finally, the white box that stretches across the bottom of the GEOS 
screen is called the status box. The contents of this box will change, de
pending upon what you are doing with geoPaint. 

The status box in the opening screen contains three different 
items. On the left is the page map, which lets you know the relative po
sition of the geoPaint drawing window. In other words, this page map 
is like a reduced full sheet of paper. If the little square within it is in 
the upper left corner, your current work space is located in that posi
tion on the page as well. This feature can become very useful as you 
need to move around the entire page to create large geoPaint docu
ments. 

You can also use this map to move quickly to other parts of the page 
by moving the pointer to the position you want and double-clicking. 

Another part of the opening geoPaint screen is the card paint color 
indicator, showing which one of the 16 colors allowed by GEOS (and 
your Commodore) is currently active. Directly to the right of this indi
cator is the paint color bar, which displays all of the colors from which 
you can choose. 

If you have a monochrome (black-and-white, amber, or green 
screen) monitor, you can ignore these color features. The images on the 
screen will appear as shades of gray. If you have a color monitor, 
you'll be able to take advantage of some of the features that set GEOS 
apart from other icon- and menu-based drawing programs which don't 
use color as GEOS does. 

Finally, underneath the geoPaint toolbox, you'll find the color and 
Undo boxes. The color box allows you to add color to a black-and
white drawing (if you have a color monitor, of course). The Undo fea
ture, as you shall see later, allows the computer to ignore the last 
action you entered. 

Okay, so that's the geoPaint opening screen. Now it's your turn to 
take your joystick for a spin and begin drawing everything from invita
tions to plans for designing a new house and yard. 

Creating a Simple Design 
The first thing to learn about geoPaint is how to use the basic tools, 
and there is no better way than by just using them in a variety of 
applications. Creating simple designs will provide you with the expe
rience you need and the skills that are necessary to build later skills. 

In Figures 2-5 and 2-6 are two designs that were drawn by using 
geoPaint. No plans were followed, nor was there any specific idea in 
mind when they were started. For the simple design in Figure 2-5, the 
pointer was first moved to the freehand-pencil icon on the geoPaint 
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toolbox. This icon was selected by one click on the joystick. As you 
can see when you click on an icon, the fields in that icon's square will 
reverse colors so that black is white and white is black. 

Helpful Hints 
Whenever you see an icon in what is called reverse video, it means 
that this tool (or file) is active. Whatever you do now with the joystick 
and pOinter will involve this icon's function. 

Figure 2-5. Design I 

Figure 2-6. Design II 

Using Squares in Designs 

[g] The hollow square/rectangle tool is very useful for making these geoD metric figures. As you move the pointer into the drawing window, the 
arrow-shaped pointer will become a crosshairs which moves as you 
move the joystick. Move the crosshairs over to the drawing window, 
and press the joystick button where the upper left corner of the first 
square shape is to be located. Then drag the pointer diagonally across 
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the drawing screen to create the shape. Move the pointer around in 
your own geoPaint screen to see how the shape and size of the figure 
changes. 

When you are satisfied that the square or rectangle is the desired 
size and in the proper location, click the fire button, and you will see 
vour first 'leoPaint rectanele fall into nlace (Fieure 2-7'-
.J U L1 .1' L1 / 

Figure 2-7. Making a Rectangle 
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You'll also see in the status box in Figure 2-7 that geoPaint calcu
lates the size of the square as you work in either inches or pixels (pic
ture elements). Unless you tell it otherwise, geoPaint has been set to 
give you the measurement in pixels. 

If you want the measurement in pixels, move the pointer to the 
square next to pixels and click. If you want the sides of the square 
measured in inches, move to the inches box and click. 

In Figure 2-7, the x (horizontal) sides of the hollow box are 80 
pixels, and the y (vertical) sides are 40 pixels. If you were to measure it 
in inches, x = 1 inch and y = 0.5 inch. You can draw a box in either 
pixels or inches. For that reason it's good to know that 80 pixels equal 
one inch. 
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~ You can elaborate on the simple square by using the solid 
~ square/rectangle icon, which is beside the hollow square/rectangle in 

the toolbox. Used the same way as the hollow square, it will produce 
solid squares and rectangles. 

Using Circles in Designs 

§ To create a hollow circle, follow the same steps as you just used with o the hollow and solid square shapes. First, move the pointer to the hol
low-circle icon and click. (The circle tools are found under the 
square/rectangle tools.) Just as before, the icon appears in reverse 
video, indicating that it is active. The solid circle works similarly. 

When you move the pointer into the drawing window, you'll see 
the crosshairs. Move it to a place where you would like the top (or bot
tom) of a circle to appear (depending on how you move the joystick). 

Now click and move the joystick around. You can see how easily 
circles of different sizes can be formed, and that they all rotate around 
the same point where the crosshairs has first been placed. As you 
move the crosshairs away from the click point, the circle will increase 
in size. 

When the circle is the size that you want, click again, and you will 
see how it may appear (along with a combination of other hollow and 
filled circles) on the screen as shown in Figure 2-8. 

Figure 2-8. Circles 

• 
Experiment and try different techniques like overlapping shapes 

and shapes within shapes (Figure 2-9). By using even these simple 
GEOS tools, you can create interesting effects. 
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Figure 2-9. Experimenting with Shapes 

-
Helpful Hints 

GEOS offers you several ways to get out of trouble. If you'd like to be
gin your drawing allover with a clean screen, move the pointer to 
the eraser icon (it's an extension of the pencil in the toolbox) and 
click twice in rapid succession. This action will erase whatever ap
pears on the screen. Just for practice, you may want to try erasing 
what's currently on the screen and begin over again. 

Drawing a More Complex Design 

[SJ.. The design in Figure 2-6 was produced by using a different set of 
.•••.• tools. First, an outline of all the shapes was created by clicking on the 

. straight-line icon from the toolbox. After you select this tool, move the 
pointer to the drawing window. Once in the drawing window, wher-
ever you drag the pointer, a straight line will follow. 

You might also notice that when you select the straight-line icon, 
the status box at the bottom of the screen changes. Just as the x and y 
measurements are used for drawing boxes, that same feature is avail
able here. You can measure the length of your straight line both hori
zontally and vertically in either pixels or inches. 

Helpful Hints 
There will be times in your geoPainf drawings when you may need to 
draw a line at an angle, and you will need an exact measurement. 
Drawing a line at a specified angle is easy. One way to do this is to 
hold a protractor up against the screen. A more accurate way is to 
remember a little geometry. 

A 45-degree angle means that the x axis increases as fast as the 
yaxis. Such a line would begin at X = 0 and Y = 0, and it would end 
at X = 60 and Y = 60, or any two equal distances from its origin. For 
any angle, the number of x and y units relative to each other defines 
the size of the angle. 
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If you want to draw another line or begin at the end of the first 
one you drew, you'll have to click again. Remember, click to begin a 
line and click to end it. You cannot click to end and then begin an
other line. 

The outline (Figure 2-10) for the design shown in Figure 2-6 has 
been created by drawing several straight lines that intersect each other, 
forming triangles, parallelograms, and irregular shapes. Lines can be 
drawn vertically, horizontally, or diagonally. 

Figure 2-10. Design Outline 

Try different combinations of lines and spaces to see what you can 
do with your own file named "design." 

Designs That Stand Out: Using Pattern 
After you've completed the outline of a design, the only thing left to 
do is to fill in the spaces with one or more of the different patterns 
that are available in geoPaint. The 32 different patterns are displayed 
by clicking the pointer on the pattern indicator box at the bottom left 
corner of the screen. You can choose whatever pattern you would like 
by moving the pointer to the desired pattern and clicking. When 
you've done this, be sure that the current pattern indicator changes to 
the pattern that you have chosen. 

Once you have chosen a pattern, you can fill in the design. Move 
the pointer to the faucet icon and click. Each time you move to an area 
of the design and click, the selected area will be filled with the pattern 
shown by the pattern indicator. 

Open the file that you have created and named "design." Use the 
straight-line tool to draw some shapes and practice filling them with 
different types of patterns. Find out what happens when you superim
pose one pattern onto another, or when you try to fill a space that 
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hasn't been fully enclosed. What about if you place a lighter pattern 
over a darker one? Experiment and have fun with the fill feature; it's a 
powerful geoPaint tool and one that can greatly enhance ordinary 
drawings. 

I-IA/nfll1 I-lintr.:. 

I· . _.,.,. -~~~~~i~es, when you fill an area, everything including the area 
around the space will become filled as well. Your mistake? The space 
that you were trying to fill was probably not completely closed, so 
some of the pattern leaked into the surrounding area. If this happens, 
just go to the Undo feature or double-click on the eraser and begin 
over. The cure for leaky spaces will be discussed again later. 

Creating a Simple Picture 
You've just seen how to create two types of designs by using a variety 
of geoPaint tools. Now let's turn to some examples of how you can use 
geoPaint's features in drawing both simple and more complex documents. 

Using the Pencil Tool 
Figure 2-11 is a simple landscape done with the freehand-pencil tool, 
the hollow-circle tool, and the fill tool. 

Figure 2·11. Landscape 
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The first step in constructing this landscape is to draw the outline 
of all the areas that will be filled in later. The circle icon creates what 
will become the moon in the upper left corner. Everything else is 
drawn with the pencil tool, selected by clicking the pencil icon. 

Using the pencil tool is like freehand drawing. After you click the 
icon, move to the drawing window and click again. To use the pencil, 
move the pointer to the drawing window and click at the point where 
you want to begin drawing. Once the pencil is activated, the pointer 
changes from a dark arrow to a light arrow and acts much as if you are 
actually holding a pencil. As long as you keep the fire button de
pressed, a line will be drawn everywhere that you move the pencil. 
Click again, and the pencil will be deactivated. 

After the outlines of the figures have been drawn, the various 
areas are filled. The night sky is created by filling with black. The 
mountaintops and fence posts are filled with gray. This is a simple pic
ture to complete, and you might want to try something similar to get 
experience using the pencil tool. 

Don't be concerned if some of your lines overlap or if your edges 
are not perfect. As with any project, editing and correcting errors are 
important aspects of becoming a good geoPaint user. 

Helpful Hints 
With GEOS you can create almost any picture, no matter how com
plicated. It just takes practice and patience. Some GEOS users copy 
pictures they see in magazines and books. If you have seen designs 
that you would like to work with in geoPaint, now is the time to start 
collecting them. A simple way to copy material is to make a transpar
ency of the original and paste it onto your monitor screen. You can 
then copy it by using the various GEOS tools. 

Saving Your Work 
One of the great features of any software program is that it can save 
your work for you. When you save a file in geoPaint, an icon with the 
file's name under it will appear on the opening deskTop screen. 

You have several choices of ways to save the document you are 
working on in geoPaint. They all begin with the file pull-down menu 
on the window menu (Figure 2-12). 
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Figure 2-12. DeskTop 

Closing a File 
As you learned earlier, it is critical that any file that is opened be 
closed when you've finished work on it, even if it is only one session's 
worth of work. When you choose to close a file, the file is automati
cally saved to a disk under the name that you have assigned. After the 
file is closed, you will be returned to the dialogue box in Figure 2-2. 

When you choose Quit on the pull-down menu, you go straight 
back to the deskTop. 

Updating a File 
When a file is updated, it is saved, but you are returned to the active 
geoPaint screen as soon as the update operation has been completed. 
Using the update option insures that the latest onscreen version of 
your file has been saved. Update is an extremely valuable tool and 
should be used often as insurance against accidental losses, misuse of 
the Undo tool, and other unforeseen events. 

How often you update is an important decision. You must be able 
to answer the question, "How good is the work I've done on this file 
up to now, and do I want to save it?" In the beginning, use the update 
feature based on what you've done, not on the time you've spent on a 
particular drawing. When you get an especially tricky part of a drawing 
done, update and continue to do so until you are very comfortable 
with the system. Then you might want to update every 15 minutes or 
so. 
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Recovering a File 
The recover option is even better than the update function. Let's say 
that you have added some new material to a drawing, and you acci
dentally used too much of one thing or you filled the entire screen 
with a pattern you don't like. What can you do? 

Undo might work (if you've pressed only one key), but recover is 
your best choice. The recover feature of geoPaint will recall your file as 
it was after the last save. You may lose some work, but the majority of 
it will probably be preserved. 

So, if this tragic mistake has not been saved, you're in good shape, 
since you can always recover what was there before the big error. 

Oops-Editing with geoPaint 
Even though geoPaint is very easy to learn and use, you are bound to 
make a mistake now and then. And as your drawings and designs be
come more complex, you are likely to want to change things that you 
have already incorporated into a drawing. 

It's for this reason that geoPaint offers several different ways to 
edit or change parts of your entire geoPaint file. These range from eras
ing completely what you have entered and starting all over to magni
fying a section of a drawing and working on it pixel by pixel. 

Pixels for Drawing and Editing 
One of the most enjoyable and useful features of GEOS comes from be
ing able to draw and edit at the pixel level. The word pixel stands for 
picture element. Your monitor screen is actually composed of thou
sands of individual pixels, and the pattern of how these are filled cre
ates the image you see on the screen. 

If you look very closely at a newspaper page (and perhaps use a 
magnifying glass), you can see separate dots that are filled in with dif
ferent shades of black and white. These are similar to pixels, since 
thousands of black or gray dots together form an image. Individually, a 
pixel is only a dot, but when many are combined, the result is a picture. 

geoPaint offers pixel editing, since, in certain cases, using the 
pointer alone does not give you sufficient control to do detailed drawings 
or editing. This was the case with the clown picture (Figure 1-3). 

In Figure 2-13, the artist will choose the pixel edit item from the 
options pull-down menu. 
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Figure 2·13. Pixel Edit Option 

When pixel edit is selected, geoPaint provides an enlarged four
cornered region, which can be moved with your joystick to the area 
that you want to see in pixel-by-pixel detail. 

In Figure 2-14, the clown's head and hat are being edited in the 
pixel mode. The head and hat are enlarged in great detail. As you 
might also have noticed, there is a reduced version of the drawing 
window located to the left of the status box. It allows you to see how 
the changes you make in the pixel-edit mode will look when the draw
ing is returned to its regular size. 

Figure 2·14. Editing the Clown 
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You can see the detail that GEOS can contribute to a figure or to 
any other type of drawing. The pixel-edit feature is also very useful 
since you can work with several other geoPaint tools in that mode to 
increase the precision of your drawing. 

For example, you can change the shape of the clown's nose by 
first going into the pixel-edit mode, then moving over the clown's 
nose, selecting the eraser, and then using it to erase a part of the nose. 
The clown's new nose is shown in Figure 2-15. You should also note 
the change in the nose in the viewing screen next to the pattern indi
cator; the user gets a good idea of what something will look like before 
it is actually completed. 

Figure 2-15. New Nose /~~-~"'\~ 
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~~~\,. ' 1 If you want to change the nose 

Helpful Hints 

entirely, erase the whole thing with 
the eraser. Then click the freehand
pencil tool and draw in a new nose. 
Using the pencil tool, you can easily 
click in the design at the pixel level 
by pressing the fire button at each 
point where you want a dot. You can 
also erase in the same way. 

There are several ways to use the pencil in the pixel-edit mode. You 
can add a single pixel point by clicking once and then clicking 
again. To draw a straight line of pixels, do just as you did when select
ing that tool: Click, drag the pOinter, and click again. Finally, to erase 
a pixel point, select the pencil tool, click on the point, and it will 
disappear. 
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All of the other tools in the toolbox are available in the pixel 
mode, except for the hollow- and solid-circle tools and the text tool 
(which you'll learn about shortly). For example, if you want to use a 
pattern for the clown's eyes, you can use the pixel-edit feature to erase 
the eyes, use the pencil to draw two new shapes, and then fill them 
with a pattern of your choice. 

The clown's face in Figure 2-16 has two new eyes filled with a 
geoPaint pattern. You would not have been able to do this in the nor
mal edit mode since the fill crosshairs could not be accurately placed 
inside the eye region to fill it. 

Figure 2-16. New Eyes /---~,., 
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( W"'F.<:. ..... · with pixels, return to the options pull-l I T\ \", // down menu on the window menu and 
I 

( 
«0..... select the normal edit item. 

~ :; \ The full screen will soon appear, 
'~" $: \\ and your drawing will immediately be 
\{ 1 returned to its regular size. Now's a f / I good time to update your drawing so 

{\, \ / \ i that all the changes y.ou have made 
L ~-- ,., ' .. ~ ~} will be saved in case of accidental era-

~~'1 ~; sure or a crash of your computer system. 

Using the Trash Can 
Another, more permanent way to erase any GEOS file is by throwing it 
in the trash can. There are many situations where you'll want to delete 
a file from a disk. This is a drastic editing step, but sometimes neces
sary. You might be finished with a particular file and want to create 
more space on a work disk, or you might not have any interest in 
keeping that file available. 

Deleting a file demonstrates the ease and power of GEOS. On the 
GEOS deskTop, click on the icon that represents the file you want to 
delete. You may need to turn the page (click on the dog-ear page at 
the bottom left corner) to find the file you want to delete. Then click 
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and drag the ghost over to the trash can icon in the lower right corner 
of the screen and click again. The file icon will disappear. 

Note: You won't have a second chance to change your mind once 
you click that last time, so be sure that you want to delete that file 
before you begin your sequence of clicks. 

Erasing Part of a Drawing 
It would be inconvenient if you had to erase an entire drawing when 
only one part of it was in trouble. GEOS offers you another way to use 
the eraser tool to erase selected parts of a drawing. This is done by se
lecting the eraser icon (as you did above), but using only one click. 

Helpful Hints 
You can always erase what is on your screen by clicking on the 
eraser icon in the toolbox, which is the eraser end of the pencil. A 
double-click will erase what is on the screen. Remember that even 
though the screen is empty, the file is still active, If you were to select 
recover from the window menu, the most recently saved version 
would appear in the drawing window. 

Bring up a geoPaint drawing on your screen. To use the eraser for 
selected editing, move the pointer to the eraser icon and click once. 
When you move the pointer over to the drawing area, you will see that 
there is a small square that moves on the screen as you move the 
pointer. This is the eraser tool. The general rule is that when the out
line of the eraser is light, it is in the erase mode. When it is dark, it is 
not. Click once, and you will see the square lighten. If you move it 
over any part of your drawing, you will see that it leaves a blank space 
in its path. This is because it is using white and erasing everything it is 
moved over. 

Figure 2-17 is a duplicate of Figure 2-11, but one of the mountains 
has been erased and part of the sky has been removed. You'll notice 
that when the black (part of the night sky) is erased, it leaves a white 
space-the color of the original screen. 

Practice using the eraser, keeping in mind that when the eraser is 
off, moving the eraser icon will not have any effect on your drawing. 
When- it is on, however, anything that is touched will be erased. 
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Figure 2-17. landscape Revised 

Using the Edit Box to Erase 
The final way that you can erase is by defining a region of your 
drawing by using the edit icon found in the upper right corner of the 
tool box. 

To use this feature, select the edit icon with your pointer and move 
to the area of the drawing that you want to erase. After you click once, 
you will find that moving the pointer creates a box that grows larger as 
you move the pointer in a diagonal direction, just as if you were using 
one of the rectangle icons and drawing a box. Now click again, and the 
area will be defined. The only difference is that the sides of the box are 
dotted and are not solid lines as when you drew a box. 

Once you've defined the area that you want to erase, click and 
move to the edit pull-down menu on the window menu. When you 
click on the edit pull-down menu, you can cut (erase) the region de
fined, or you can copy or paste it somewhere else. (You'll learn about 
the second and third options later.) 

For example, Figure 2-18 is the basic layout for a house and a ga
rage. To erase the entire garage and the driveway, first define the re
gion as you see in Figure 2-18, and then erase it by using the cut item 
in the edit option. Figure 2-19 is the redrawn plan (using the straight
line tool to fill in any lines broken when cutting out the garage and 
driveway. 
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Once you select cut, the region that you have identified will disap
pear. Incidentally, you will later learn how to use this same edit fea
ture to select a region that you can move to another spot on the 
drawing, or you can even create a mirror image of the region that you 
have identified. 

More Ado About Undo 
Often when you are completing a drawing, you will accidentally do 
something that you will want to undo. GEOS's Undo feature allows 
you to erase your last operation so that it appears as if it never took 
place. 

Helpful Hints 
When you use Undo, remember that only the last keystroke or pointer 
operation that has been entered can be undone. If you are unsure of 
what and where you want things to go in your drawing, it is best to 
work slowly rather than completing two commands in rapid succes
sion. Otherwise, you might not be able to go back and undo the 
change you want to make. 

For example, look again at Figure 2-18, which includes the house 
and attached garage, a front porch, a front walk, and the driveway and 
street areas. To complete this drawing you need to fill in different 
areas with different patterns to indicate grass, driveway, and walk. As 
you can see in the finished drawing (Figure 2-20), this is exactly what 
has been done. 

Now look at Figure 2-21, where the basic house plan has been 
drawn with a slight change. Notice that there is a spot that has not 
been filled on one of the house walls. The left wall and back wall do 
not quite meet. When the grass texture pattern is used to fill what 
should be lawn, it accidentally leaks into the house. 

One way to get rid of this pattern is very carefully to erase the en
tire area with the eraser and then to go back and fix the broken line. 
Another way is simply to use the Undo feature. After the grass pattern 
has filled the house area, you can move the pointer to the Undo pull
down menu at the bottom of the toolbox and click once. This will 
erase any changes that were made in the last operation. 

Undo is very convenient when it is used properly. Remember, 
however, that even pressing the space bar counts as an operation, so if 
you want to undo something, you'll have to take particular care to do 
it immediately following the error that was made rather than waiting 
until it becomes impossible to undo. 
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Figure 2·18. House and Garage 
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Figure 2·19. Modified House and Garage 
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Figure 2-20. Completed House Plan 

Figure 2-21. Pattern Leaks 
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Helpful Hints 
Any changes that you make on any GEOS file are only temporary un
til they have been saved to a particular file by using a feature such 
as update or by closing a particular file, 

Until this point, any changes that are made can be ignored by 
using the recover feature which automatically returns you to the pre
viously saved version of your drawing. It's for this reason that you 
should always update your drawing regularly so that you can at least 
partially recover a file when an otherwise irreparable mistake has 
occurred. 

Printing a File 
One of the thrills of working with geoPaint comes when you are ready 
to print your first hardcopy of a geoPaint document. It's easy to print a 
geoPaint file. Simply click twice (with a pause in between) on the 
geoPaint file icon of the file you want printed; then drag the ghost icon 
over to the printer. Click, and you'll soon have a copy of the contents 
of the entire file. 

Remember that printing can take considerable time, especially 
when an image is detailed and there are large spaces to fill. Also, you 
must have the correct printer driver on your work disk and you must 
select that printer each time you begin working-unless you did so 
when you booted up with the master GEOS disk. 

Special Features 
There are several geoPaint features that make your drawings more 
complete and more professional-looking. 

Working in Color 
If you have a color monitor, you're in for a real treat: geoPaint can 
draw in anyone of 16 colors. To use anyone of geoPaint's tools with 
color, simply select the color that you want in the status box by mov
ing the pointer to that place on the color bar and clicking. 

Each time you click on a different color, everything that you create 
afterward (including solid figures, fills, and so on) will be in that color. 
When you choose a new color, a little arrow over the color bar shows 
which color is active. The little square to the left of the color bar shows 
you what color is active as you move the pointer around the drawing 
screen. 
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Adding Color to Black and White 
Sometimes you might want to concentrate on the details of a drawing 
before you move on to any consideration of colors. But what happens 
when you finish and want to add color? In geoPaint there's a special 
icon for that located right above the Undo square on the toolbox. 

When you click this color square, you can select a paint color and 
a canvas color. If you want to return to painting in black and white, 
click the options pull-down menu and the color off menu item. The 
screen will be returned to the way it was before any color was added. 

Adding Text 
Drawings can stand alone, but frequently text is needed to complete 
them. Look at the company logo in Figure 2-22. 

Figure 2-22. Logo 

This business logo was drawn by first using two rectangles that 
overlap corners. Then the parts that overlapped (the upper left corner 
of the lower rectangle and the lower right corner of the upper rectan
gle) were erased. 

Next, in the pixel mode, the outline of the buildings was drawn, 
and the detail for the building tops added. Then the fill feature was 
used (still in the pixel mode) to provide some contrast between the 
buildings. The basic geoPaint tools were used to produce what looks 
like a professionally designed logo. 

Now for adding text to a geoPaint file. One of the geoPaint tools 
that you have not yet explored is represented by the uppercase letter T 
icon on the toolbox. Once you've clicked this icon and the tool is ac
tive, several steps are necessary to add text to a drawing. In Figure 2-
23 the finished logo is shown with the text /lCCC Construction" added. 
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Figure 2·23. CCC Construction Logo 

CCC Construct ion 

Helpful Hints 
You can add text to a drawing anytime you want, but it is probably 
best to begin adding text after the drawing has been completed. 
Then you won't interfere with any details of the drawing itself. In addi
tion, geoPaint has enough features so that you can fit text in and 
around different spaces in a drawing to make your graphics as useful 
as possible. 

Adding text to a drawing, whether it is finished or not, can be 
done in several different ways. Open any of your geoPaint drawings 
and prepare to add text. The first step is to define a text region. Select 
the text icon, and, as you enter the drawing window, you will see that 
the joystick controls a set of crosshairs. 

You define a text region in the same way that you learned to draw 
a box. Click once and drag your pointer in a diagonal direction to de
fine the space where text will be placed. When you click again, several 
things will happen. Look at Figure 2-24, which is the house plan with 
text being added. When you click the second time, you will define the 
text region and the pointer will be replaced by an I-beam. Also, a flash
ing cursor will appear at the upper left corner of the text region. This is 
where your text will be placed when you begin typing. 

The first text region defined in the drawing is the house. When 
that region is defined, the next step is to enter text by typing from the 
keyboard. The word House is entered, and the pointer is moved back to 
the text icon and clicked. The outline of the text region will disappear, 
and the word House will become part of the drawing where the text re
gion has been placed. Similarly, the labels for the garage, front porch, 
driveway, and so forth can be added. 
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Figure 2-24. House Pian-Adding Text 
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Choosing a Font 
You can add text in any of the fonts that are available (refer to Appen
dix A for fonts and styles). When you are choosing a type of font to 
use in placing text in a defined region, remember that some large fonts 
may not fit into the text region you have defined. 

The pull-down fonts menu is on the window menu of the opening 
geoPaint screen. Fonts come in different sizes and are measured in 
points. (One point is 1/72 inch.) For example, 24-point Cory (or 24/72 
inch), is 1/3 inch high. Refer to the fonts pull-down menu in Appendix 
A to get some idea of how much room different styles and sizes of 
fonts will take up. Try to plan beforehand what type of font you want 
to use and its size so that the text region you create will be large 
enough. 

Changing Fonts 
You can change fonts (from the default BSW 9-point) at any time
before or after you have defined the text region. If you want to change 
fonts after the text has been entered, you must do so before the final 
click on the text icon. Simply click on the fonts pull-down menu and 
choose another font. All the text in the selected region will automati
cally be rewritten in the selected font. 
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Remember, once you've clicked the text icon again and have de
fined the text region (the dotted line will disappear), nothing can be 
changed. 

Lining Up Text 
In geoPaint there is no mechanism for making text appear in columns 
or in lines, so you'll have to devise a method for making things look 
right. One way is to draw a line by using the straight-line tool and 
then aligning the first letter of the word along that guide. This tech
nique takes a little practice, but it produces professional-looking results 
when done properly. 

Editing Text in a Text Region 
You can edit text in geoPaint, but it must be done before you make the 
final click and return to the text icon. Once you have clicked for the fi
nal time on the text icon, and the square which represents the actual 
text region has disappeared, you cannot change the text. 

To change text that has already been entered, use the I-beam and 
the pointer to move to the place where a correction is needed and 
click. The I-beam will move, and you can then insert or delete as 
needed. 

You can also add new text by creating a new text region adjacent 
to the old one. For example, you might want to add the word Main to 
the word House in Figure 2-24. You would do this by creating a new 
region, typing in the word Main, and then moving the new region (in
structions about moving will follow). 

While this takes some experimenting, you can always change the 
position of the new text until you click for the final time. Unfortu
nately, geoPaint will not allow you to undo your final click on the text 
icon. Instead, it will erase your text. Important: Don't try to undo the fi
nal click, or you will lose what you have written. 

Changing Text Position 
Sometimes it may be difficult to line up your text exactly where you 
want it to appear, and you may want to change the position of the text 
from where you originally have placed it. This may happen when your 
original placement is inaccurate, or when you want to add new things 
to a drawing, and the amount of space that you thought would be 
available is now insufficient. 

When you originally added text, it was by creating a text region. 
You determined the size of this region by using the pointer. You can 
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use this same technique to move the text, but you must do so before 
beginning to define another text region. 

Move the pointer to a place outside the original text region that 
you have created. Click to define one of the corners of the new region. 
As soon as you click, all of the text that was in the original region will 
be moved. In addition, GEOS will automatically reformat the text to fit 
the size of the new region. 

Keep in mind that if the region that you define is different in size 
from the original text region, geoPaint will have to adjust the format of 
the text to fit into the new region. It's for this reason that you should 
experiment with the size of the region before you click your button for 
the last time. 

For example, in the construction logo (Figure 2-23), the text could 
be moved slightly to the right or to the left simply by redefining the 
original text area. If there's not enough room for the text, you might 
get what you see in Figure 2-25, which is not the desired effect. 

Figure 2-25. Running Out of Room 

Helpful Hints 
Once you move from the text icon to another icon, you can no 
longer go back and change the location of the original text region. 
You should not click for the final time unless you have experimented 
and are satisfied with the location and content of the text. 

Changing Styles of Text 
Not only can you change the size and type of font, but you can change 
the style as well and even work in reverse video. You can see in the 
text status box that there are six styles available in geoPaint: plain text, 
bold, italics, underline, outline, and reverse. The use of these can give 
you unusually sharp and effective text in your productions. 

For example, Figure 2-26 is a for-sale sign for a sailboat. California 
l2-point outline type was used for the FOR SALE part of the sign, and 
the rest was written in University lO-point bold. Choosing a new type 
style is as simple as clicking the blank square next to the selected style 
on the bottom of your geoPaint screen. 
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Figure 2-26. Sailboat Ad 
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Not only can you choose any style, but after you have typed it 
into the text region, you can change it, too. Open a text region on a 
geoPaint screen and enter some text in any font and style you choose. 
Now select another style. You will see that geoPaint changes the text 
format and presentation to fit the style you have selected. But you 
must remember that if your text region is not large enough, geoPaint 
will be able to show only a part of it (as you saw in Figure 2-25). 

Helpful Hints 
Since you can use a combination of styles (such as outline and bold), 
you will need to deactivate a font if you don't want it. For example, if 
you want the text in bold, click bold. If you want to change to out
line, you will produce text in bold outline unless you deactivate bold 
by clicking bold again. Combinations are fun to explore and can be 
very interesting. 

Moving the Drawing Window 
The geoPaint program allows you to create full-page drawings. Since 
the size of your monitor screen is too small to show the entire draw
ing, geoPaint offers you two ways to move the drawing window so that 
you can work on separate parts of a drawing that are too large to be 
viewed on your monitor at anyone time. 

[Q] In order to complete a whole drawing, you must select the scroll
+.+ ing arrows icon from the toolbox. This icon, located in the upper left 

corner of the toolbox, is represented by four arrows pointing in oppo
site directions. These arrows indicate the directions in which the screen 
can be moved. 
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To move the drawing window, click and activate the icon and 
move the pointer into the drawing region; then click once more. As 
you move the pointer, you will see that the drawing on the screen is 
actually moved around. 

Working on one large drawing in separate parts can become con
fusing unless you can get some idea of how everything fits together. 
That's when the preview-page option becomes so helpful. To use this 
GEOS feature, click on the preview item on the file menu. You will see 
the entire page reproduced in a greatly reduced form. While this fea
ture does not provide you with a great deal of detail, it does allow you 
to see what part of a drawing is finished and what part is not. 

When you have finished previewing a page, geoPaint asks you to 
okay the preview. When you click OK, you will be returned to the nor
mal page size. The page-preview feature is very handy. Every time you 
work on a drawing that is larger than your monitor screen, you can see 
the whole screen at once. You should use this feature to be sure that 
your drawing is being completed as you intended. 

Helpful Hints 
You can preview a page even when you are in the pixel-edit mode. 
This allows you even more control over how the final product will look 
when it is finished. 

As you use the scrolling arrows to move around, the page map lo
cated at the bottom of the geoPaint screen will show you where the 
current work area is. As this happens, the small rectangle on the page 
map, which represents the location of the drawing window, will 
change position as well. Keeping your eye on the page map can be 
very helpful when you're working on large drawings. 

Now that you are back in the regular-page-size mode of geoPaint, 
there is a second way to move to a different section of a drawing. The 
page map not only shows you the location of the drawing window rel
ative to the entire page, but it also allows you to move very quickly to 
any position that you might want. 

For example, let's say you want to move to the center of a draw
ing. Move the pointer on to the page map and move it to the area of 
the drawing window that you want to see or where you want to work. 
Once you have the pointer in the position you want, click twice. The 
portion of the drawing window that matches the position on the page 
map will appear. 

This is a quick and efficient way to move around a drawing to see 
whether things are as complete as you might think. It's also a very 
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nice tool to use in conjunction with the page-preview feature. Preview
ing the entire page allows you to discover and move quickly to an area 
that needs attention. 

Seasoned geoPaint users find the combination of page preview, the 
ability to move with the use of the page map, and the pixel-edit fea
ture one that can't be beat for making large-scale drawings that contain 
a high degree of detail. 

You have just spent considerable time in learning to create and 
edit drawings. You'll find that the more you practice, the easier it will 
be to take full advantage of all that geoPaint offers. 

There will also be times when you'll need to use one of geoPaint's 
special features after a drawing has been created-for example, when 
you're moving a section of a drawing from one place to another or cre
ating mirror images of part of a drawing. These features can be espe
cially useful when you want to tryout the way something might 
look-for example, the arrangement of furniture in a room. 

Figure 2-27 illustrates a living room. It includes a couch, an oval
shaped coffee table, a rug, a chair and ottoman, a bookcase and cup
boards, some house plants in a corner, and a television. 

Figure 2-27. Living Room 
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You can see how some decorating ideas were worked into the 

drawing with different fill patterns in the rugs and the cushions of the 
couch. The moon-shaped chair in the upper right corner was created 
by drawing two overlapping circles; then the pixel-edit tool was used 
to erase the second half of one of the circles. The ottoman was drawn 
and filled with the gray pattern. 

You can rearrange the furniture with the move feature. 
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Moving Parts of a Drawing 
In order to move a part of a drawing, you must first identify the region 
that is to be moved by using the edit tool (at the upper right corner of 
the toolbox). When you select the edit tool, the bottom of your 
geoPaint screen will show the options that are available. You can 
move, copy, invert, rotate, mirror, or clear the region you have defined. 
Most of these options were used in the rearrangement of the living 
room we are working on. 

Select the edit icon and draw a box around the area you want to 
move; then click. Move the crosshairs pointer into the box you created 
and click. The pointer will become very faint. Now, move the cross
hairs to the place in the drawing where you want the region (and 
what's in it) to appear. As you move, the region will follow the 
pointer. You need not click at all, but a final click will lock everything 
into position. Another click outside the region (or on the edit icon) will 
erase the dotted lines around the region. 

As a first step in rearranging the furniture, try moving the chair 
and ottoman in the upper right corner to another part of the room. 
This region will be defined by dotted straight lines, and everything 
within the region will be moved. Figure 2-28 shows the change. 

Figure 2-28. Area Moved 

Once you have defined an area by using the move option, you can 
perform several operations without having to redefine the area. For ex
ample, you can move a region, rotate it, and then move it again to an
other location. 
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Helpful Hints 
It's very important, when you use the edit tool. that you define only 
the areas that you want to move. Otherwise, unwanted details may 
be moved as well. A common mistake when using the edit option 
comes from defining too large a region. Here's what happens: The 
part of the drawing that you want moved goes along with the 
pointer, but other parts are moved, too. 

For example, if the television is against the wall and you want to 
move it, you will probably move part of the wall as well. The best way 
to prevent this is by drawing your objects so they don't touch or by 
patching walls and other things after they have been moved. When 
you use the edit tool, be sure to use the update and recover features 
as you work to prevent very costly errors. 

The chair has been moved. Now the rotate option is clicked so 
that the chair faces the couch, and the area is moved again to be closer 
to the couch (Figure 2-29). The rotate option rotates a defined area 90 
degrees. Finally, the couch is moved so that it faces the inside of the 
room. One way to do this is by rotating and moving it several times. A 
much easier way is by defining an area to include the couch and then 
using the mirror x option. 

Figure 2-29. Another Move 
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The mirror x box is clicked instead of the mirror y box, since the 

mirror x box changes things horizontally rather than vertically. 
Another use of the mirror option is in drawing symmetrical ob

jects-those that consist of two identical halves. For example, the left 
half of the dresser in Figure 2-30 was drawn by using the box and 
straight-line tools. 
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Figure 2-30. Dresser 
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A copy of this half was made (using the copy option). The second 
half was then mirrored and moved next to the original half to produce 
the dresser. The handles were added by using the brush feature, which 
will be discussed in the next section. 

To return to rearranging the room: You might want to see what 
the room would look like if another chair were purchased and placed 
next to the one that is already there or how the room would look if the 
rug pattern were changed. You can copy, rotate, and move the chair to 
tryout different arrangements. 

Finally, you can see how the rug would look if the color pattern 
were reversed by using the invert option in the status box. You would 
first identify the rug by using the edit tool and pointer; then you 
would move the pointer to click on the invert option. 

Keep in mind that when an area is reversed, the entire area 
marked by the box will be reversed-including the area of the defining 
box.. If the box you define is larger than the object or area you want to 
invert, you will be reversing more than you want. Be sure to use as 
small and well-fitting a definition area as possible. 

The invert option is especially useful when you have already filled 
in areas with patterns and want to see what the reverse pattern would 
look like. 

Helpful Hints 
Remember, a defined edit area can be worked with as long as it is 
defined. In other words, it can be moved, inverted, or rotated in three 
separate steps, without your having to redefine it every time you 
want to do something. After the region has been defined, however, 
as soon as you click, you can no longer operate on it. You must open 
the area for edit again if you want to change something. 

Look at Figure 2-31, a dinner invitation, for another example of 
how you can combine some of these options. Here, half the dinner ta
ble and one place setting (which was drawn in pixel-edit mode) were 
drawn first; they were then copied and rotated to form the entire table. 
The table's rounded corners were produced by drawing a rectangle and 
then using the pixel-edit mode to round off the corners. With text 
added, the finished invitation is ready to go. 
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Figure 2-3 1. Invitation to Dinner 
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You've already practiced drawing with the pencil, filling with the fau
cet, and producing both hollow and solid squares and circles. The two 
remaining drawing tools are the paintbrush and the airbrush, both very 
powerful tools for achieving certain effects that are difficult to accom
plish with other geoPaint features. 

Drawing with the Paintbrush 

~ The geoPaint paintbrush allows you to choose from one of 32 different 
brushes to paint an area. Choosing (and using) a paintbrush shape is 
as easy as clicking the brush icon on the toolbox. Once you've done 
this, the paintbrush is active. In order to see the selection of possible 
brushes on the monitor screen, call up the options menu and select 
change brush. Then the 32 shapes will appear on your screen, and you 
can choose one of them by moving the cursor to that shape and clicking. 

When you do this, the status box shows the 32 brush shapes illus
trated in Figure 2-32. The brush that is active has a solid box around it. 
In this case, it is one of the diagonals. This means that when the 
pointer is moved back into the drawing area, all drawing tools will use 
that thickness of line at that angle. 
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Figure 2-32. Screen with Brushes 

• 

The brush draws in whatever pattern is active. You can also com
bine brushes with a selected pattern and accomplish a variety of 
effects. 

For example, in Figure 2-33, the large-dot brush was used in con
junction with the diagonal-brush/gray-pattern combination to draw 
the bow. Then text was added to create this "tie up a deal" invitation. 

Figure 2-33. Tying Up a Deal 
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In Figure 2-34, the round solid shape and the solid black pattern 
were chosen to identify sprinkler heads for a sprinkler system. 

Figure 2-34. A Sprinkler System 
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Figure 2-35 is another example where a frame or an outline has 
been constructed by using a diagonal brush combined with a triangle/ 
dot pattern. 

You might want to use a combination of a brush and a particular 
pattern more creatively. For example, the handles on the dresser in 
Figure 2-30 were created by using the middle-sized circle brush with 
the horizontal-line pattern. Wherever a handle was to be placed, the 
pointer (which was in the shape of a round brush) was moved and 
clicked twice. 

Don't underestimate the utility of brushes. Combined with other 
features, they can create some very special effects indeed. 
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5]:: Drawing with the airbrush is like using the brush, only the effect is 
. more freehand and you have the opportunity of using the brush where 

you want instead of being limited by the shape of a brush head. 
Choose the airbrush the same way you did with the paintbrush, using 
the window menu and the change brush item on the options menu. 

The airbrush tool is used mostly with selected patterns so that 
special effects, like those in Figure 2-36, can be quickly and easily 
drawn. Here, several combinations of brushes and patterns have been 
combined in a freehand manner. 

Figure 2-36. Various Brushes 

Just remember, though, once the airbrush is active, anything that 
you draw will be in a brush pattern. 
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Advanced Techniques 
geoPaint is a full-featured graphics program. Even though it may be ev
erything you need now, there may come a time when another tech
nique or trick will be exactly what you're looking for. Here are some 
new applications of geoPaint that you may find useful and fun to ex
periment with. 

Creating Scale Drawings 
At times you'll need more precision than either geoPaint's freehand
pencil tool or even the straight-line tool can allow. This is when the 
ruler option will become very useful. For example, if you wanted to 
draw the house plan we created earlier to scale (let's say 1/4 inch = 

10 feet), it would be convenient to have some way to measure these 
distances and be sure of their accuracy. 

You could use transparent tape and mark off quarter inches on the 
tape before you paste it onto the monitor screen. This may be suitable 
for some applications, but it means moving the tape around to measure 
different lines in the drawing. 

A far easier and more accurate tool is already provided by 
geoPaint: the ruler option in the toolbox, which enables you to measure 
the distance of a line in either inches or by number of pixels. 

To illustrate how this works, Figure 2-37 shows the addition of a 
deck and a sandbox to the original house plan. The requirements call 
for the deck to be 25 feet long, which translates into 1-1/4 inches 
(using a scale of 1/4 inch = 5 feet). You can use the ruler and check 
your drawings after they have been completed to see how closely they 
meet the requirements. 

In this example the ruler icon is selected. The pointer is then 
moved to the top right corner of the proposed deck, where the pointer 
is clicked. Moving the pointer now results in a straight line, and the 
distance along the x (horizontal) and the y (vertical) axes appears in 
the status box at the bottom of the page. 

You cannot use the ruler to produce a line of a certain distance. 
Use it like a tape measure to let you measure lines that already exist. 

In another example (Figure 2-38) a kitchen has been planned by 
using the ruler tool. Here, the scale is 1 inch = 5 feet, with counters 
and windows scaled the same. This drawing can be printed, and the 
copy can be used as an actual plan in the construction phase. 
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Figure 2-37. House Addition 
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Another useful application of the ruler is in designing and produc
ing charts. Frequently, distances must be accurate, as is the case with 
Figure 2-39, where the amount of ice cream consumed is being plotted 
against the months in the summer. Accuracy is necessary to make sure 
that the points along the x and y scales are equally placed. In addition, 
accuracy is needed to place each of the data points in the right position. 

Figure 2-39. Ice Cream Chart 

Custom Erasers 
You already know the two ways to erase on a geoPaint drawing. One 
way is to use the eraser icon (in the normal or pixel mode) and the 
second is to use the pencil tool to erase pixel by pixel. While these 
work quite well, the only problem is that you are limited to the shape 
of the eraser (a square box in the normal-edit mode or a pixel in the 
pixel-edit mode). 

Figure 2-40. Special Erasing 
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One way to get around this problem is by selecting a white pat
tern from the pattern menu and combining that with the shape of 
brush you want the eraser to be. In other words, you will be painting 
with white, erasing anything that the brush touches. This is useful for 
erasing different shapes and areas, and you can achieve some very in
teresting effects like those in Figure 2-40. 

Working with Black 
The combination of white on black can be striking. Don't overlook this 
technique for experimenting with some of your more traditional 
drawings. Earlier, you learned how to invert a defined area by using 
the move option. Look at Figure 2-41, where the entire screen from 
Figure 1-3 has been defined as a region and then inverted. This can be 
a very effective technique, especially when it is combined with a vari
ety of new patterns as in Figure 2-42. 

Figure 2-41. Reversed Image Clown 
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Figure 2-42. Reversed Patterns 

Perspective 
You may know how to draw objects in perspective and how exciting 
the results can be. All perspective drawings have one or more sets of 
vanishing points. These are the points toward which the perspective 
seems to vanish. In order for a drawing to be done with perspective, 
these points must be established. 

In Figure 2-43, vanishing points were placed at the borders of the 
screen. All lines were drawn toward those points when figures and ob
jects were constructed. In this drawing you can see all the guidelines 
for a simple street with buildings. Notice how each rooftop and the 
sidewalk lines were drawn toward both endpoints. 

Figure 2-43. Cityscape 
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Shadows and Shading 
Shadows and shading can give a three-dimensional look to an object. 
You can use geoPaint to create this effect if you use perspective lines 
and some shadowing. 

For example, in Figure 2-44, a three-dimensional cube has been 
drawn (using the box and straight-line icons and some erasing); the 
shadowed area is created by using two perspective lines and then fill
ing them with the gray pattern. The sphere is more difficult to draw 
since the shadow must be done by using freehand drawing, but the 
same effect is accomplished. 

Figure 2-44. Shadowing 

You can also create shadows of letters by using geoPaint features. 
First, you need to use the text icon and draw in the outline style. Then 
copy whatever it is that you have drawn slightly to the left (or right) 
and up (or down) from the original writing so that you end up with 
two staggered sets of the same letters (Figure 2-45). Then use the pen
cil tool to repair any leaks and, finally, the fill tool to color the shadow 
either gray or black, depending upon what you want to use (if any
thing) to fill the first set of letters. 

Figure 2-45. Shadowy Letters 
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This technique works best with fonts like Cory and Roma, which 
can be drawn large and which have big, open spaces. 
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Custom Patterns 
You never know what kinds of patterns will result when you use more 
than one. Generally, patterns that have open designs can be filled with 
others to create some very interesting patterns. To create your own 
combination of patterns, save your filling of spaces until the end. You 
must have defined your spaces before they can be filled. 

Figure 2-46 illustrates what some pattern combinations look like 
both before and after the designs are mixed. You can also choose pat
terns that have shapes within them (like the brick pattern that actually 
consists of little rectangles), which can be filled as you choose. 

Figure 2·46. Combining Patterns 
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Concentric Circles 
It's easy to draw a circle in geoPaint, but not always easy to draw one 
where you want it. The first circle will take a little experimenting, and 
the second one can be even harder to place where you want it. 

An especially frustrating task is drawing concentric circles-those 
circles drawn within others which have a common center. There is a 
trick, however, that can help you get around the problem. Using the 
pencil tool, simply click a dot (or use a brush point) as a reference 
point and draw your first circle. Now place the crosshairs pointer on 
that dot. Anywhere you draw a circle, it will be concentric to the first 
one (Figure 2-47). When you have finished, erase the dot. . 
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Figure 2-47. Concentric Circles 

Circles in a Row 
Drawing concentric circles can be handy, and so can drawing circles in 
a row. To draw a set of circles in a row (Figure 2-48), begin with a 
straight horizontal line. For circles to be equidistant from each other, 
use the rule to mark off equal lengths along the line. Then place the 
crosshairs from the circle icon onto the line and draw. When you want 
the circles to be all the same size, you might also use guidelines on the 
outside of the circles. 

Figure 2-48. Circles in a Row 

When all the circles have been drawn, select a short-line brush 
shape and the white pattern to erase the original reference line. To fin
ish, use the pixel mode to fill any open spaces. 

Overlapping Images 
Moving one object to overlap another is simple when you use the pro
cedure discussed above (see "Moving Parts of a Drawing"). Here's 
where you need to take care: Whenever a region around an object is 
defined, the region itself also is moved and will overlap. For example, 
Figure 2-49 shows how a black square has been moved over a gray cir
cle. This works well because the black square can be perfectly enclosed 
by the edit icon. You can see that when you try to move a black circle, 
however, you also get a white square. 

The white that is enclosing the circle is part of the region that has 
been moved. The solution: Plan in advance. Instead of moving objects 
over other objects, draw them over others. 
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Figure 2-49. Overlapping Figures 

Special Projects 

Banners 
Everyone likes banners. You can use them for birthdays, announce
ments, signs, or almost any other occasion. With geoPaint you can take 
advantage of the 24-point-size fonts and produce several different full
page sheets of letters. If you want to print a banner with the words 
Happy Birthday, you will have to produce and print the banner in dif
ferent sections. 

The tricky part is fitting all the parts together. When you print 
banner sections, follow these three rules: 

1. If possible, print only complete words. 
2. At the end of the first section, print the first letter of the first word 

that will be on the second section. 
3. Cut in half the last letter on the first section and overlap it with the 

first letter of the second section (they should be the same letter). 

For the birthday banner, you will need two sections: the first will 
be Happy B, and the second, Birthday. The B on the first section will be 
cut in half vertically and then it will be overlapped on the second. The 
final step will be to tape the sections together oli both sides, using 
transparent tape. And there's your banner. 

To make an even more professional job, have it laminated. This 
will protect it from wear and tear, and will also keep all the parts to
gether permanently. 

Greeting Cards 
Greeting cards are another interesting project that you can complete 
with geoPaint. The key to their production is in understanding how a 
greeting card is put together and how you should print it. 

A greeting card consists of, basically, an outside greeting and an 
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inside message. First, you should design the outside of the card: a pic
ture, some text, or whatever combination you would like. Next, write 
the message on the inside. Here, the difficult part is putting everything 
together so that it opens and reads like a greeting card. 

One method of printing a greeting card is to create your design for 
the front of the card and place it so that it will be printed in the lower 
right quadrant of the paper. Once you have printed the front of the 
card, you'll need to remove the paper from the printer and reinsert it 
(upside down) so that the inside will be printed in the correct place 
and in the proper position. The front cover should now appear upside 
down in the upper left quadrant of the page. Create your inside mes
sage and print it on the repositioned paper in the lower right quadrant. 
Figure 2-50 shows the positions of the front and inside message of the 
card once they both have been printed. 

Figure 2-50. Greeting Card Postition 
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Another method is to reposition the 
inside text by using the rotate option. 
The text will appear upside down until the card 
is folded. This option takes advantage of 
geoPaint's tools and saves you time as well. 

Follow these steps so that when the 
piece of paper is folded into quadrants, 
the opener and the message will read like 
the first two pages of a book. 

Maps are fun and easy to do with geoPaint, even if you'll need some 
help from the local office supplier or school store. Buy a thin sheet of 
clear acetate and a black wax pencil. Find a good reproduction of the 
map that you want to copy and use the acetate to trace the outline. 

Now wipe your monitor screen with a very slightly damp sponge 
or paper towel, place the acetate on the screen, and use the pencil, 
straight-line, and pixel-edit tools to copy the map right on to your 
monitor screen. 

Once you've finished this rough draft, you can begin to add other 
features such as rivers, states, the place where you were born, and so 
forth. When you combine text and other features (such as duplicating 
files, invert, and fill), you can produce professional and highly individ
ualized maps. 
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Fancy Borders 
You can use borders for everything from award certificates to statio
nery. The simplest border is composed of two rectangles enclosing 
some material; the in-between space is filled with a pattern-or even 
with a solid color (Figure 2-51). 

Figure 2-51. Simple Border 

But you'll be able to create many others by using some of the 
techniques that you have already learned. For example, you might 
want to draw a set of overlapping circles and then copy that set on to 
itself to create a border of overlapping circles. Borders can be combina
tions of different fill patterns, as you see in the border in Figure 2-52. 

Figure 2-52. Filled-Pattern Borders 

Finally, you can create your own custom pattern, copy it to form a 
larger example of the pattern, and then use it to go around the edge of 
your screen-continuing to copy until the border has been completed. 

The number and types of borders that you can create is limited 
only by your imagination. Try using the invert option combined with a 
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customized eraser. Also try borders within borders, building up levels 
to achieve a detailed effect with depth. 

Almost every business has a logo. Logos are visual representations of 
what a business does. For example, the two logos in Figure 2-53 con
vey the messages without the need for any text-that these companies 
make sails and pizza. 

Figure 2-53. Logos 
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When you design a logo, remember what the company does and 
the image it wants to portray. If you are designing a logo for a sail
maker, you certainly don't want a motorboat depicted in the logo. 

Business Cards and Forms 
The business world demands that people be able to communicate 
clearly and quickly. Business cards, which can include minimal infor
mation or a great deal of information, allow people to do just that. 

Figure 2-54 is a business card produced by creating several boxes, 
which were filled to create a shadow effect. Different fonts were used 
for text. The card is clear, crisp, and to the point, leaving no doubt in a 
potential customer's mind what these people can do. 

Figure 2-54. Business Card 

Graph Paper 
Graph paper is another handy item that can be used for constructing 
rough drafts of charts or for planning seating and furniture arrange
ments. You can produce your own graph paper simply by creating a 
box and filling it with one of the two checkered patterns from the pat
tern menu offered by geoPaint. (You'll find these at the end of the top 
row and beginning of the bottom row.) The larger squares have 9 
squares to the inch and the smaller squares have 18 per inch. 
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Finally, you can combine geoPaint's graph/squares feature to create 
quilt and embroidery patterns. Look at Figure 2-55. Here, large graph 
squares have been used. In the pixel mode, small paintbrush dots have 
been placed in the appropriate locations until a pattern is generated. 
This pattern can be repeated by defining and copying the region. You 
can then print it out and use it as the actual pattern. 

Figure 2-55. Embroidery Pattern 
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geoWrite: 
Be an Author 

GEOS's electronic typewriter, geoWrite, is one of its most often used 
applications. It's a word processor that lets you create documents, save 
them, return to them later, revise them, and print them. 

With geoWrite you can save many hours of work by producing 
form letters that give different personalized greetings. You can com
pose flyers and invitations, write complete reports, and even do your 
own desktop publishing as you will learn in Chapter 5. 

For example, you might want to send copies of the same letter to 
friends announcing the opening of a new business. Using geoWrite, you 
can write the main body of the letter a single time and then insert each 
friend's name and address for each copy of the letter that you print. 
geoWrite cannot automatically merge a list of names and addresses 
with a form letter as some other word processors can do, but you'll 
learn a way to produce form letters that is quick, easy, and efficient. 

Another word processor application, and a very common one, is 
creating drafts of papers, reports, and even books. You can save docu
ments as files that can be retrieved later. Any serious writing usually 
involves feedback from other people. When your work is electronically 
stored, you should have no concern about having to retype parts of a 
document-or even a whole manuscript-when you get suggestions 
for revising it. 

Word processing has revolutionized writing. If you haven't been 
using your Commodore for word processing, now's your chance to 
learn a lifetime skill that will be of enormous help to you. If you are 
an old hand at word processing, geoWrite will provide you with a tool 
to use along with the graphics capabilities of geoPaint. 

Create, Open, or Quit a File 
To select geoWrite, just move the pointer over the geoWrite icon and 
click twice. If you see a ghost icon, click again and start over; this 
means you've paused too long between clicks. 

As always, whenever you are working with GEOS, be sure that 
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you have a work disk in the disk drive and not the GEOS source disk. 
And, remember, in order to select a file directly from the GEOS open
ing screen, you need two clicks on the fire button in rapid succession. 

When geoWrite has been selected, the first thing you will see is a 
dialogue box nearly identical to the one that appeared on the screen 
when you first started geoPaint. Again you have three choices (Fig
ure 3-1). 

Figure 3-1. geoWrife Dialogue Box 
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The first choice is to create a new document. Select this pull-down 
menu when you are using geoWrite to create a new document that is 
not yet a part of the GEOS system. This will be a new file, and a new 
icon will be created to represent that file. 

The second choice is to open an existing document. Use this when 
you are ready to revise or continue work on a document that has al
ready been created and stored as a file. For example, let's say you are 
working on a draft of the bylaws for your professional organization 
and have already used GEOS to enter the first draft of the document. 
After feedback from the steering committee, you are ready to incorpo
rate the changes. You are opening a file that already exists. 

The third pull-down menu offered on the dialogue box is to quit 
geoWrite and return to the deskTop, or opening GEOS screen. Select 
this option when you have finished working on a document. Choosing 
this menu item automatically closes the file that you are working on. 

Since this is your first outing with geoWrite, we'll start by creating 
a new document. 
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Opening and Naming a File 
Move the pointer to the Create new document pull-down menu and 
click. When you select the pull-down menu to create a new file, 
geoWrite wants you to assign a unique name, one that's not currently 
being used. 

There are many similarities in the management of geoPaint and 
geoWrite files, and naming geoWrite files follows the same conventions 
you've already become familiar with. For a new file, GEOS allows you 
to use any name that is up to 16 characters in length. It presents you 
with a screen that asks you for the filename. You can have as many as 
144 files on a 1541 disk, although it's doubtful that you'd have files so 
small that all 144 could fit. 

The use of extensions is appropriate with geoWrite. Name your 
geoWrite files so that they relate to the content of each file. The exten
sion should represent the general class of documents. For example, you 
might name a file that is a letter to your friend Susan, letter. It would 
be much more descriptive, however, to name the file Susan.Ur. This 
way, you would know at a glance that it is a letter to Susan. Here are 
some suggested extensions: 

• Use I tr for letters 
• Use txt for text (reports, books, and so on) 
• Use list for lists (shopping, to-dos, and so on) 
• Use memo for short notes (for example, I'll be home at...) 

Once you've named your new file, a press of the RETURN key 
will bring up the new document screen. 

The Document Screen 
There are several similarities between the geoWrite document screen 
and the geoPaint screen that you learned about in Chapter 2. First, 
both have a command bar menu, or window menu, at the top of the 
screen. 

Second, the name of the file you are working on is indicated in 
the upper right corner, again looking like the label on a folder. 

Finally, there is the familiar pointer in the work area, called the 
writing window. It's in this window that you will actually do your writ
ing and complete your geoWrite files. 

Just as in geoPaint, this window does not represent all of the space 
that you have to work with. Actually, it represents an area only about 
6 inches wide, including the entire geoWrite screen. But it is still a 
WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) word processor, so keep this 
in mind as you design your documents. Later you'll see how you can 
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move around the drawing window to create final copy that is 8-1/2 X 11 
inches in width. 

The opening geoWrite screen looks almost like what it actually rep
resents, a piece of white bond paper in the writing window that is 
ready to be typed on. 

As you move around the screen, you can see a ruler, which will 
help you set margins and tabs; a page-number indicator (it now con
tains the number 1, showing that this is page 1 of your document); and 
a scrolling box with two arrows in it. You'll use all these and more as 
you work your way through the different geoWrite examples. 

A Simple Letter 
As soon as you open a new file and name it, geoWrite is ready for you 
to enter text. The text will appear where the vertical blinking cursor is 
located. The cursor appears in the upper left corner just as if you were 
beginning a letter on a piece of paper. 

Type in the following letter exactly as it appears, including errors. 
Don't worry about the mistakes. A major advantage of learning to use 
a word processor is in being able to edit the text and make corrections. 

Dear Susan, 

Thank you very much foryour hospitality this summer, when our family 
traveled through New Jersey. We all hd a wonderful visit, nad hope to 
hear from you soon. 

Best wishes, 

Betsy 

As you type, you will notice certain things happening. First, 
geoWrite scrolls to the right when it runs out of room on the screen. It 
does this to provide you with a large work area. Figure 3-2 is another 
draft of the letter to Susan. You can see that it's almost as if there are 
two separate screens, one for the left-hand side of the letter and one 
for the right. 
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Figure 3-2. Letter Screen (Left and Right) 
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geoWrite can show you only a part of the document at anyone 
time, which is why you see only the left half of the letter on the 
screen. 

Move the pointer back and forth across the ruler line from the left 
side to the right side of the screen and back again. When you cross the 
border of your monitor screen, the contents of the writing window will 
change, and you can see the remainder of the letter. 

Also, note that as the screen changes you are actually working on 
a different part of a whole page. Remember the page indicator in 
geoPaint and how effective it was as a tool to monitor your position? 
Look at the page indicator in geoWrite. As you move the pointer, you 
will see the little rectangle inside it change position as well. This little 
rectangle shows you the position of the text that is currently on the 
monitor screen. 

geoWrite automatically advances to the next line when you have 
reached the end of the previous one. This feature is called word-wrap; 
it allows you to continue typing without worrying about pressing the 
RETURN key as you would have to do on a conventional typewriter. 

Saving Text 
Before you start correcting the document, it would be wise to save it 
first. When a geoWrite document is saved, its contents are written onto 
the disk that is in the currently active disk drive, thereby providing 
you with a permanent record. As in geoPaint, all methods of saving a 
document in geoWrite begin with the file pull-down menu on the win
dow menu where you can close a file, update it, recover it if you have 
problems, and, of course, quit to the deskTop. 

When you create and close a geoWrite file, GEOS automatically cre
ates an icon to represent that file and gives the icon the same name. 
For the letter to Susan, you can see an icon that looks like the one in 
Figure 3-3 on your deskTop screen. All geoWrite icons will look the 
same (a set of pages), but all will have different names underneath them. 
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Figure 3-3. Letter-fo-Susan Icon 
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Before you continue, be sure to use the close option to save the file 
in which your letter is stored. 

Opening a Saved File 
Before you can correct anything in the letter to Susan, you must first 
retrieve the file itself. There are two ways to do this. 

First, from the opening geoWrite dialogue box screen, click the 
open pull-down menu. geoWrite will list the geoWrite files that are on 
the work disk (Figure 3-4). As many as 16 files can be displayed in this 
window, and you can view them by pointing the cursor at one of the 
scrolling arrows and pressing the fire button. Open a file by moving 
the pointer to the file until it is highlighted and then click. 

Figure 3-4. Opening a File 
q-e-O-$~: -ii-Ie~:-e-d-it 7": -o-pt-.I .. -r-'$~: -io-r-,t~; ----..,~-.---.---.. ·rA"··· ·w···· y .. ····_·c··· .y. , ..•.. ".,>, 
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A second and much more direct way to open a file is by double
clicking, which you learned about in Chapter 2. First, on the deskTop 
screen, locate the icon representing the file you wish to open. (Remem
ber to click on the dog-eared page corner to reveal file icons not shown 
on page 1.) As you did with geoPaint, move the pointer to the icon 
representing the file you want to work on (in this case, labeled 
Susan.ltr). When you double-click, geoWrite will automatically open the 
file. Do that now, and watch as the letter to Susan appears on the 
screen. 

Correcting Text 
Nobody, no matter how fast or accurate, is a perfect typist. Everyone 
makes mistakes, and that's where geoWrite will help you correct your 
errors quickly and avoid the effort of typing a document over again. 

Most mistakes fall into the categories of typos (spelling errors such 
as nad rather than and or soonn rather than soon) and omissions (such 
as hd rather than had or for our rather than for your). 

The basic rule in making corrections in geoWrite is that wherever 
you move the pointer and click, that's where the cursor will appear. 
geoWrite will place a short vertical line in the exact place where the 
pointer is located. 

For example, in the letter to Susan, reproduced earlier, a space 
needs to be placed between the r and the y in foryour on the first line 
of the letter: 

Thank you very much foryour hospitality this summer .... 

To make this correction, move the pointer to the y and click. The 
cursor will appear to the left of the y, and you can insert the space by 
pressing the space bar. The cursor remains in the same place until it is 
moved to the next place that needs a correction. 

Adding the letter a to the word hd is the next correction that needs 
to be done. The same procedure for adding a space is used to add a 
letter. Move the pointer to the place where the letter should be, click, 
add the letter, and click again. 

Since two corrections have been made, it might be a good idea to 
save the file by updating it so that any other changes that are made 
won't accidentally affect the editing that has already been done. 

There is one more correction that needs to be made. On the same 
line as the incorrect spelling of the word had, the word and is spelled 
incorrectly, too. In this case, before inserting anything, you must delete 
some text since there is no way to swap letters, which is all that really 
needs to be done. 
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Move the pointer to the end of the word to be deleted and click; 
then use the INST jDEL key to backspace or erase the word letter by 
letter. With the cursor in the correct place, type the word and. 

Helpful Hints 
geoWrite is able to do things only at the point where you place the 
pointer and click, If you move the cursor to the wrong place, 
geoWrite will make the correction in the wrong place, To practice, 
move the pointer around and click the fire button. 

Entering and Editing a Business Letter 
The letter to Susan is a simple example of editing. What follows is an
other letter that will illustrate some of GEOS's more powerful editing 
features. This letter has been written by a campaign manager to voters 
in an upcoming election. As before, the extension ltr is used, and the 
complete name of the file is nelson.ltr. 

This is a first draft of the letter. After reading it, the campaign 
manager wants to make several changes, besides the correction of a 
simple typo in the word because in the second paragraph. 

To begin with, Mr. Nelson wants to delete "For the past year" and 
change the opening sentence from "Let me introduce myself" to 
"Thank you for reading this letter." 

A tedious way to do this is to move the cursor to the last character 
in the sentence and use the INST jDEL key to backspace through the 
entire sentence. Then you can add the new sentence. 

A much faster way is simply to highlight the text to be deleted by 
using the pointer. As you will see, highlighting text is the first step in 
several geoWrite operations. Place the pointer where you want high
lighting to begin. In this example, it is at the beginning of the word For 
at the beginning of the second sentence in the first paragraph (Figure 
3-5). Press and hold down the fire button as you drag the pointer 
across the text until you get to the end of the phrase. Now press the 
INST jDEL key, and the highlighted text will disappear. 

If you make an error and accidentally erase text that you want to 
keep, use the recover item under the file pull-down menu (it's similar 
to using the geoPaint Undo feature). Selecting recover will return you to 
the previously saved version of a file. This is an excellent way to go 
back to where you started if you erase more than you want. Don't re
serve the use of recover just for geoPaint files that often take more time 
to create than do geoWrite documents. 
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July 10, 1986 

Mr. Jack Williams 
1 23 Wilson Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 12345 

Dear Mr. Williams: 

geoWrite 

Let me introduce myself. For the past year, I have been the cam
paign manager for John Paulson, candidate for City Commissioner. I 
am writing you this letter to encourage you to vote for him in the up
coming election and to contribute to his campaign fund. Although 
John knows many of you personally, he is hoping that he can also 
count on you to contact your acquaintances and share your support 
for him with these people. 

I feel that John would make an excellent city commissioner, becaus 
of: 

1) his previous experience as a state legislator, 
2) his knowledge of the city and how it works (being a lifetime 

resident), 
3) his commitment to community and state projects including his 

volunteer church and civic work, 
4) his outstanding educational background, 
5) his educational record, and 
6) the endorsements he has received from several other state 

representatives. 

John has voted in support of many of the issues that you believe are 
important to keep active and has also provided effective constituent 
services over the years. Along with his family, he enjoys serving the 
people of the city and hopes that he can continue in this fashion for 
years to come. 

John will be walking through your neighborhood during the evenings 
next week and will be knocking on your door to talk with you about 
some of important issues facing the city. I hope that you can give him 
some of your time. 

Thank you, 

C. F. Nelson 
Campaign Manager 
Paulson for City Commission 
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Figure 3-5. Text Highlighted for Deletion 
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If you want to delete more than one line, simply hold down the 
fire button and move the pointer down the page, highlighting an entire 
section rather than one line (Figure 3-6). 

Figure 3-6. Deleting a Section 

1'11_ Jock Willioms 
121 Wilson Avenue 
Chicogo~ ninois 121-45 

Deol 1'11_ Willioms: 

Let me intloduce m"self_ 

he wos ,hoping thot he "ou to 

In this letter, you also want to replace a line. That's easy. First 
highlight the area containing the text that is to be replaced: "Let me in
troduce myself." Next, simply begin entering the new text ("Thank you 
for reading this letter"), which will then automatically appear in the 
same position. 
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Helpful Hints 
When you highlight text to be deleted, you can go beyond the right 
edge of the monitor screen and into the right-hand part of the file. 
You cannot, however, go beyond the lower edge of the monitor 
screen and extend to the next page. To delete text on separate 
pages, you'll have to go to each page. 

Moving Around the Page 
Finally, Mr. Nelson wants to change the close of the letter from 
"Thank You" to "Sincerely Yours." The first step is getting to that po
sition in the letter so that the change can be made. You'll find that if 
you use the pointer to move the cursor, GEOS will let you go only to 
the bottom of the current writing window and no further. 

Rather than just moving the window to the left and the right, you 
need to be able to move it up and down. Do this by using the scrolling 
arrows in the scrolling box located at the top of the screen. 

Move the pointer to the down arrow and click the fire button; 
geoWrite will move the file down one line. If you continue, you will 
eventually page down past the bottom of the file to the end of the 
page. Try scrolling so that you can get used to locating different por
tions of the writing window. 

An even faster way to move around the geoWrite screen is by 
using the page indicator (as you did with the geoPaint screen). Move 
the pointer to the place on the page that you would like to see and 
click twice (but not too rapidly). The page indicator (the small rectan
gle) will move, and the text in that section of the page will appear on 
the screen. 

Helpful Hints 
As you work, you should periodically update your file. Then, if you 
make a serious error, you can recover everything you have done up 
to the last save prior to the mistake. 

Moving to Another Page 
Often, like this campaign letter, your documents will be longer than 
one page. There are two ways to move to another page, and both are 
accessed through the pull-down items on the window menu. 

The first way is to click the next page or previous page item on the 
options pull-down menu. This will move you forward or back one 
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page. The second method, goto page, is particularly useful if you have a 
long way to go in the document. If you choose the goto page item, a di
alogue box will appear asking what page you want to go to. Indicate 
the page number and press the RETURN key, and you'll shortly find 
yourself at that page. 

Helpful Hints 
Want to know where you are when you're scrolling up and down? 
That little rectangle to the left of the scrolling box gives you the page 
number, and it also shows you what section of the page you are 
working on. Scroll up, and watch how this little rectangle changes po
sition as the lines in the file move about. 

Moving Text 
Finally, if you need to move text from one part of the document to an
other, you must use the edit pull-down menu. For example, to move 
the date of the letter from the top of the page to the bottom, follow 
these steps. 

1. Highlight the date by moving the pointer over the date with the fire 
button depressed. 

2. Select the edit menu and the cut item from the submenu. The high
lighted text will disappear. 

3. Place the cursor where you want the text to appear-in this case, at 
the end of the letter. Move the pointer to the goto item on the op
tions menu and move to page 2. Now move the cursor to the posi
tion where you want the date to appear, click, and select the paste 
feature from the edit menu. GEOS knows that you are saving the 
date and inserts it for you where you want it. 

It's important to know that GEOS can store only one piece of cut 
text at a time. Later, you will learn how to save these individual items 
on a work disk. 

Printing 
There are two simple ways to print out a file. However, before you be
gin printing a document, be sure that you have the correct printer 
driver installed. Refer to your GEOS manual for details. 
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Printing from the Window Menu 
To print from the deskTop menu, first select the icon that represents 
the file you want to print. Next, click on the file pull-down menu, and 
then move the pointer to the print item on that menu (Figure 3-7). 

Figure 3-7. Print from File Menu 

Your printer should soon start up and produce a copy of the 
geoWrite document that you have been working on in the writing win
dow. One of the nice things about geoWrite is that it prints exactly 
what you see on the screen, so there will be no surprises. 

Printing from an Icon 
There is a much easier, more direct method of printing that is similar 
to the procedure you used when you deleted a file with the trash can 
icon: You can also print from an icon. Go to the deskTop, select the 
icon that represents the file, click, wait, and click again. Then drag the 
ghost icon over to the printer icon that is located at the bottom right 
corner of the page, beside the trash can. Now, click one last time. 

Your printer will start up and produce a copy of the document. 
When you use this technique, you don't need to spend any time 
accessing the file and going through the window menu to reach the 
file. 
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Formatting Text 
When you're creating a new document, one of the first things you'll 
want to decide is how it should appear. Formatting a document in
volves changing the way it will look on your screen and in your 
printed copy. Even the best writing, if poorly presented, can suffer. 

Margins 
Frequently, you'll want a document to have left and right margins 
other than the default (preset) margins of 1.2 and 7.4 inches that GEOS 
uses if it gets no other instructions. For example, let's say that you are 
writing a short story for a magazine and the editor wants 2-inch mar
gins on each side of the paper. 

On the geoWrite screen shown in Figure 3-8, you can see that there 
are two margins (represented by the letter M), one at the left side of 
the page and the other near the right side of the page. The margin line 
is located just below the ruler that runs along the width of the top of 
the paper. 

Figure 3-8. Margins and Tabs 
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Left margin Tab Tab Right margin 

To reset the left margin, place the pointer on the M, click, release, 
and drag the M to the 2-inch mark along the ruler, and click again. 
The M will then appear under the 2-inch mark on the ruler. 

Now do the same on the right side of the document so that the 
new margins are at 2 inches and 4 inches (Figure 3-9). There's plenty 
of room for editorial comments-even perhaps too much room and 
you may want to change them slightly. 

Helpful Hints 
When you're starting any geoWrife file, it's a good idea to set the left 
margin at the left border of the paper and the right margin at five 
inches. Then you can see and work with your entire document on one 
screen. Just before you are ready to print it out, you can adjust both 
margins to whatever settings you want. 
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Figure 3·9. New Margins 

Tabs 
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A SJiA;n~t Stozy 
by Richard. J. Eisen 

It wasn.'t very late 
that fan aft~z1il)l}n when 
Richard.' s tra.in p«lIed. 
m.to th.e stati9D.. Jules 
and her family .. ere 
waitm.g patiently for 

A tab is an automatic stop. GEOS allows you to insert as many as eight 
tabs on one page. You'll find tabs especially handy if you are doing 
any work that involves columns, like the outline in Figure 3-10. 

Setting a tab simply involves moving the pointer along the ruler 
line to the point that you want and then clicking. If you want to move 
a tab point, click it and drag it to the position where you want it to ap
pear and click again. 

In Figure 3-10, tabs have been set at 2, 3, and 4 inches with mar
gins at 1 and 5. This leaves plenty of room for comments in the mar
gins and even additions to the outline itself. 

To use the tab feature, press the CTRL and the I key simulta
neously; the cursor will move to the next tab stop. 

Incidentally, when you change tabs after you've finished a docu
ment, geoWrite will reformat the document for you. So, just as with 
margins, set your initial tab stops close together and change them 
when you have finished and are ready to print. 
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Figure 3-' O. Outline 

L Basic Car ~taintenarn:e: The Oil Chan~ 
A. Buying the materials 

t Determine how mJJth oil is 
needed 

2. Determine the filter type 
3. Purchase aU needed materials 

B. Preparing the car 
t let the engine idle for 5 

minutes 

C. Removing the old oil 
1. Place an GN dish under the 

drain ptug 
2. Remove the plug {be careful -
it's hotl] 
3. let oil drain completely. 

( to be continued) 

Choosing and Changing Fonts 
We want our printed material to look nice,. and the creators of GEOS 
have accommodated that wish by providing six different fonts. As in 
geoPaint, you can choose to produce your text in anyone of these fonts 
(or in some mixture of them). You can also vary the size as well as the 
type style. Refer to Appendix A for information on the available fonts, 
styles, and sizes. 

To choose a font before you begin typing, select the font pull-down 
menu. Then move the pointer to the font that you would like to use 
and click. For example, in Figure 3-11, you can see the Cory font being 
selected. After the font has been chosen, a decision must be made 
about what size you want the font to be. Cory comes in two sizes, 12 
point and 24 point. A point represents 1/72 inch, so a 12-point letter 
will be 1/6 inch high and a 24-point letter will be 1/3 inch high. 
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Figure 3·1 1. Selecting a Font 

Once these selections have been made, any text that you enter 
from that point on will appear in that font. If you change fonts while 
working on a document, just make a new selection, and the text will be 
reformatted. 

Helpful Hints 
Not all text looks good in all fonts, Try to match the content of what 
you are saying with the type of text. For example, if you are produc
ing a flyer about an upcoming meeting of the chess club (Figure 3-
12), you might want to attract attention by using a combination of 
Dwinelle, 18 point (the only size available), and Roma, 12 point, 

Also, remember that certain styles of text represent certain things, 
For example, when an author wants some words or phrases in the final 
printing of a document to appear in italics, the usual convention is 
that the word is underlined, 

Figure 3·12. Chess Club Notice 

Tht·rt 'will bt i:!. '[[ttttiltg r}f dt.t dt.tss dU.b ttris 
Thu.rGd.8.y ITt tht; S11Itt1(;,~"er ROfJICt. 

PleliGe be p'tepB,red. to offer ftO[(tlrltltirms frJi next YM.itS 

officers. 
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Let's say, however, that you don't like the combination of fonts or 
you want to change the size, but don't want to have to retype the en
tire flyer. To change the font or style after it has already been entered, 
highlight the part you want changed (as you did when you were delet
ing text) and choose a new font. Figure 3-13 shows how the entire 
chess club notice would appear in California 14 point. 

Figure 3-13. Chess Club-California 14 Point 

NOTICE 

There WiD be a .neeling of ttf€' chess club ttris 
Thursday in the SUnflower ROOfT!. 

Please be prepared to offer ftOITlinations for 
next year's officers. 

See you then!!!! 

Finally, you can also change the style. Figure 3-14 is the same no
tice, in the same font and size (California 14 point), but in the outline 
style. The procedure to change the style of the type is the same as 
changing the font. Highlight, and then select a new style. 

Figure 3-14. Chess Club-California 14 Point, Outline 
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Helpful Hints 
When you first enter any text, use the smallest font available, the BSW 
(which stands for Berkeley Softworks). You'll be able to get as much 
on a page as possible, and you can avoid having to move the writ
ing window up and down. 

Advanced Word Processing 
geoWrite offers many different features, but since GEOS is not solely a 
word processor (but a graphics environment and an operating system), 
it cannot offer everything. However, with a little creativity, you can 
make geoWrite do many of the things that the most expensive and 
complicated word processing programs can accomplish. 

Form Letters 
One of the most frequent uses of a word processor is merging a list of 
names with a standard letter so that a number of personalized letters 
are produced. With geoWrite there are two ways to produce form let
ters. The first is by writing a standard letter and then making multiple 
copies, each with a different name and address inserted. The second 
way is to write one standard letter, replacing just the name and ad
dress each time you print it. 

If you use the first technique, write the letter as you want it to ap
pear. Then save it under the title form.Itr. Return to the opening GEOS 
screen. Now make multiple copies of that file by using the duplicate 
submenu item on the file menu on the deskTop screen. Do this by 
clicking once on the form.itr file icon, clicking once on the file pull
down menu on the window menu, and then clicking duplicate. 

You'll see the duplicate dialogue box asking you what you want 
the new file to be named. In this case, add a 1 to the title to make it 
form.ltrI. Once you press the RETURN key, you'll see a new icon 
representing a new file appear on the deskTop screen. Make as many 
copies of the letter as you will need. 

Now you can go to each copy of the letter and insert a name, ad
dress, and greeting to make each one a personalized letter. You can 
save each of these letters (under a separate filename) for later use. 

The second way to write form letters is to enter the body of the 
letter as a file, then add the name and address of one of the people on 
your list, and finally print out your letter. When you're ready to write 
another letter, erase the old name and address and add the next one. 
You'll have a new letter, all ready to print out. 
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The big advantage of the second way over the first is that you 
have to create only one file and change it as you print each letter. The 
disadvantages are that you don't have a record of what you've done 
and you cannot fine-tune your letters ("regards to the children") since 
all the letters are duplicates of the original. 

Centering 
Being able to center text is a very useful feature. Titles are usually cen
tered, but information on signs and notices can be centered as well. To 
center text in geoWrite, follow this guide. 

Type in the first line of text that you want centered and use the 
pointer to place the cursor at the beginning of the line you just typed. 
Now insert spaces until you think the text is approximately in the mid
dle of the page. 

To get a sense of how off-center you may be, use the preview item 
from the file pull-down menu on the window menu. When you select 
this item, a reduced page of text will appear on the screen, and you 
can see where the one line of text lies relative to the borders of the 
page. You'll probably not be able to read the text on the preview page, 
but you will have a good idea of where it is situated. 

Figure 3-15 shows the line "Buying A New House" (14-point Uni
versity font) as it appears when it is centered and the preview item has 
been selected. If the line is too far to the left, insert more spaces. If it is 
too far to the right, delete spaces. Remember to place the pointer at the 
beginning of the line when you insert spaces. 

Figure 3-15. Previewing a Screen 

I Cancel I 
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Helpful Hints 
Another way to center is by using a ruler and holding it up to the 
monitor screen. As before, either add or delete spaces until the text is 
equidistant from both margins. 

Different fonts and different sizes of letters take up different 
amounts of space. That's why if you use two different fonts on a line 
you want centered, you'll need to go through one of the two proce
dures discussed above. But if you intend to use the same font through
out your document, here's what to do. 

Center the first line, using either of the two ways mentioned 
above. Now use that first line as a standard against which others can 
be centered. For example, the line "Buying A New House" is followed 
by the words "The First Step." Count the number of spaces and letters 
in both lines. The first has 18, and the second has 14. 

Subtract the smaller number from the larger, divide by 2 (since 
you want an equal distance from both margins), and begin the second 
line that many spaces before (if the second line is bigger) or after (if 
the second line is smaller than the first) the beginning of the first line. 
In this example, 18 - 14 = 4, so the second line should be started 2 
(4 divided by 2) spaces after the beginning of the first line, as it ap
pears in Figure 3-16. 

Figure 3-16. Adding Another Line 
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Page Numbers 
You may want to paginate (assign page numbers to) your document. 
Pagination is more often added to relatively long documents, where it 
helps readers in finding references. geoWrite does not automatically 
paginate. To assign page numbers, do as follows: 

1. Complete the text-entry and editing process. Your document should 
be in highly acceptable shape and be ready to print. Be sure that the 
text is formatted as you want it to be printed. 

2. Go to the top of each page in the geoWrite file. Place the cursor at 
the beginning of the lefthand margin. 

3. Press the RETURN key to create a space at the top of the page. 
4. Use the space bar to move the cursor to the place where you want 

the page number to appear (usually in the upper right corner). 
5. Enter the page number. You might want to use page 4, 1-4 (chapter 

I, page 4), or just 4. 
6. Go to the next page and do the same thing. 

Helpful Hints 
Assigning page numbers should be the last thing you do before print
ing. When assigning page numbers, you must first have your text com
pletely finished and begin with the first page. Remember, any change 
made on the front page will affect the rest of the manuscript. 

Footers and Headers 
Those phrases that sometimes appear on the bottoms and tops of 
pages are called, respectively, footers and headers. They are typically 
used to help the reader keep track of a chapter or a title, and they can 
easily be combined with the page number. 

Here are some headers and footers for a book on learning to use 
GEOS. On the top of all the even-numbered pages, the header will be a 
condensation of the chapter title. 

Computers 

On the top of each odd page, the header will contain the chapter's 
subtitle: 

GEOS 

The footers will be the page numbers. The pages for the first chap
ter, then, will look something like Figure 3-17. 
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Figure 3-1 7. Book Pages 

Computers G£OS 

To place a footer or a header, 
use the same procedure that is used 
in paginating, but enter the text 
that you want to use. 

Double-Spacing 
It's often necessary to double-space text to make material easier to read 
and, sometimes, to make room for writing comments directly on the 
copy. geoWrite does not have an automatic double-spacing feature, but 
you can provide for double spacing. You can always insert another line 
of space between lines as you type, but that assumes you know exactly 
how your text will be formatted, and you probably don't. 

After you've entered all your text, set the margins and adjust the 
formatting. Then move the pointer to the end of each line and insert a 
space by pressing the RETURN key twice. 

Paragraph Indentions 
Indenting paragraphs is good form. Use the tab feature to indent. The 
conventional indention is five spaces. Figure 3-18 shows two sets of 
paragraphs, one set indented and spaced, and the other not. 

Figure 3-18. Indenting and Double Spacing 
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Using GEOS to Outline 
Often, you may want to prepare an outline of a set of procedures or 
topics. Outlining is a valuable tool since it forces you to organize ideas 
that might otherwise be scattered. Outlines are written in hierarchical 
levels. Here are the conventional levels with their symbols: 

Level Symbol 
1 Roman numeral 
2 Uppercase letter 
3 Arabic numeral 
4 Lowercase letter 

For example, Figure 3-19 is a brief outline created on GEOS. If you 
wanted to change the order of the topics, you could simply use the 
copy/paste sequence described earlier. 

Figure 3-19. Outline 

I. geoPaint 
A. Graphics environment 

1. Allows use of color 
2. Provides multiple drawing tools 

a. fill 
b. solid box 
c. etc. 

B. Accessible from opening screen 
II. geoWrite 

A. Electronic word processor 
1. Contains move, copy, and cut capability 
2. Uses various fonts 

a. Roma 
b. University 
c. etc. 

B. Accessible from opening screen 
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Writing with a Word Processor 
By now you should be pretty skilled at using geoWrite as a full-fledged 
word processor. Because you know how to use a word processor, how
ever, does not necessarily mean that you know how to write with one. 
The following ideas are a collection of thoughts about writing with a 
word processor, including a method that has been tried and found suc
cessful in classrooms and businesses throughout the country. 

Many people think that good writers are born rather than made. 
But any writer who has had any measure of success will tell you that 
to become successful, he or she had to spend many, many hours of 
hard work. Like anything else, writing takes practice. And a word pro
cessor can help make that practice more effective. 

The first step involves generating ideas about your topic. The word 
processing capability is handy here, since a writer can move ideas (or 
the writing behind them) around and can place them at different loca
tions within a first draft to see how they fit. Relatively little effort is in
volved in moving text to another position. 

The next step comes when the writer begins thinking about and 
placing ideas in the order in which they will appear in the first draft. 
This requires some hard thinking for both fiction and nonfiction writ
ers. Whether it's a science fiction story or an article on bumblebees, the 
logic must be clear and well thought out so that a reader can follow 
the theme without difficulty. 

The third step is the actual writing-putting words on paper (or 
onscreen). The writer must make the commitment to explore the ideas 
expressed earlier and to see whether the organization and logic devel
oped earlier make sense. 

Fourth, the writer needs to get feedback from other writers about 
the manuscript's technical quality, accuracy, and interest. With geoWrite 
you can print out multiple copies of a manuscript for review, as well as 
personalized form letters to the people you ask for feedback. 

Revision is the final step-incorporating feedback into your manu
script. How do you know that you should take the advice that you are 
given? You're the only one who can answer that. In general, it doesn't 
make much sense to ask people to help you and then not listen to their 
advice, especially when you take some care to choose people who you 
believe are highly competent and who will give you an honest reading. 
On the other hand, you may get suggestions that reflect a reviewer's 
personal bias, and you should recognize those remarks for what they are. 

When you do revise, try to leave some time between preparation 
of the first draft and any revision you make. Sometimes you'll see a 
manuscript differently after a little time has passed. 

If you want to learn more about writing with a word processor, 
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read Writing with a Word Processor by William Zinsser (Harper & Row, 
1983). This book goes into great detail about adjusting to the use of a 
word processor as well as using it in writing. 

Keeping Your Head 
Here are some tips that you might find helpful in using a word proces
sor for your writing tasks. 

1. If you are writing more than one draft of a document, label them 
Draft Ll, Draft L2, and so forth. This will keep you straight as to the 
most current draft. 

2. Use boilerplates (see the discussion in Chapter 5) for everything that 
you can, from copyright statements to the small biography that you 
are sometimes requested to include with a manuscript. 

3. Place the following copyright notice on your work: 

Copyright, 198-, your name. 

This assures you of some degree of protection from anyone 
using your material without permission. Better yet, write to the Li
brary of Congress, Washington, DC, and ask for copyright forms. 

4. Don't work when you are too tired to make good decisions. When 
you're tired, files are saved under the wrong name, information is 
erased, and other mistakes are made that ordinarily would not occur. 

5. Always finish your work session with a hardcopy (a printout) of 
what you have written that day. Then if anything happens to your 
file, you will have a reference copy. 

6. Finally, work in small, manageable chunks. Although geoWrite al
lows documents as long as 64 pages, you might want to work in 
chunks no longer than 20 or 25 pages. If you follow this advice, be 
sure that your breaks are at logical points in your document, such as 
at a new chapter, a new subheading, a new section of an outline, 
and so forth. You'll find that it's much easier to put the parts to
gether later when you print the final copy. 

Leaving geoWrife 
When you have finished using geoWrite, select the file pull-down menu 
and the quit option. You will be returned to the GEOS opLning screen, 
and your file will be closed and saved on the active work disk. 
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Getting Organized: 
The Desk Accessories 

The two main application programs, geoPaint and geoWrite, are where 
you'll probably spend most of your time creating new files and work
ing with old ones. GEOS does, however, offer another set of programs, 
called desk accessories, that will help you make even better use of 
geoPaint and geoWrite. These programs are unique in several respects. 

First, you can use them while you are working in either geoPaint 
or geoWrite. This means that without leaving either of the main appli
cation programs, you can switch to the note pad to write a reminder to 
yourself, or you can reset the alarm clock so that you won't be late for 
an appointment. 

Second, you can use more than one desk accessory within another 
application, but not two at the same time. When you have finished 
with the calculator, for example, exit it and move on to the photo man
ager, which helps you store and manage different drawings and other 
images. 

Finally, the desk accessories are memory-resident. They are always 
off-stage, ready to be called into action, while the other GEOS applica
tions are in their dressing rooms. 

Choosing a Desk Accessory 
Any of the six desk accessories can be chosen from the geos pull-down 
menu. (Figure 4-1). 

To choose a desk accessory, do as you would with any other 
GEOS file. Either double-click the file icon on one of the pages of the 
GEOS opening screen to open the file directly, or select it with a single
click and then open it from the file option on the command-bar menu. 
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Figure 4·1. Desk Accessories 
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lHelPfU~f ~~~Sme reason a desk accessory does not work, there is probably 
not enough room on your work disk for GEOS to store information. 
Move some of your own files (not GEOS's files) to another work disk 
and try again. 

The Preference Manager 
The first desk accessory that you should learn to use is the one that al
lows you to set and change certain parameters, or general characteris
tics, of how the GEOS system operates. These include the colors of the 
foreground and background, the time and date, and the movement of 
the pointer. 

Changing these characteristics will help you fit GEOS more closely 
to your personal preferences and will tailor the program even more to 
your computing needs. When you select the preference manager, you 
will see the screen shown in Figure 4-2, with the different areas of the 
preference-manager screen defined. 
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Figure 4-2. The Preference Manager 
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When you first begin to use GEGS, you may not be concerned with in
creasing the pointer's speed as it moves across the screen. As you be
come more proficient and accurate, however, you may want to increase 
the speed so that you can complete your drawings and operations 
more quickly. 

In Figure 4-2, the three bars at the left (captioned Acceleration, 
Max Velocity, and Min Velocity) are settings that can be changed. You 
can modify the velocity that the pointer can achieve and its accelera
tion, or the length of time it will take for the pointer to reach the maxi
mum speed that you have set. 

To change each of these three parameters, place the pointer over 
the thin vertical oval that marks the setting, click, and then drag the 
pointer to where you want the new setting to be. Moving the oval to 
the right increases the speed or acceleration, while moving it to the left 
decreases the speed or acceleration. 

The setting you see on the preference-manager screen now is for 
the maximum amount of acceleration and the maximum velocity. 

Changing the Pointer's Shape 
As you have seen throughout various GEGS applications, the default 
shape of the pointer is a small arrow. You're not tied to this shape, 
however, and through the use of the preference manager, you can 
change the shape to whatever you might like. 

To change the shape of the pointer, move the pointer to the larger 
edit window at the bottom left corner. As soon as the pointer is in the 
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edit window, the pixel mode will automatically become active. Clicking 
on a blank space will create a pixel, while clicking on a filled space 
will erase a pixel. With a little practice you can produce a simple circle, 
square, or even a happy face as your pointer. 

Setting the Date and Time 
Being able to set the current date and time increases your GEOS power. 
When the date and time are current, you can keep track of when each 
of your files was created. This is important since you may need to de
termine when a file was created and what changes have been made 
since then. Knowing the date of creation for a specific file can be very 
helpful. 

To set the preference-manager clock, move the pointer into the 
clock rectangle. When you press the space bar one or more times, you 
will cause the highlighted cursor to move across the digits of the clock. 
Now, move the cursor to the far-left digit (the hours) and enter the 
correct time by typing numbers from the keyboard. Here are a few 
conventions: 

• Four-fifteen in the afternoon is written 04:15:00 PM. 
• Noon is 12:00:00 PM. 
• Ten after six in the morning is 06:10:00 AM. 

When you have set the time, press the RETURN key. The clock 
will begin functioning. You don't need to enter the colon between the 
hour and the minutes or between the minutes and the seconds. GEOS 
does that for you. 

Set the date in the same way. Move the pointer into the date box 
and use the space bar to move over the digit that needs to be changed. 
Then enter the change from the keyboard and press the RETURN key. 

Once you've set the time and date, these settings will be remain in 
force until you exit GEOS. 

Helpful Hints 
When you exit GEOS, the time and date settings will no longer be cur
rent since your Commodore (and GEOS) does not have any kind of 
internal clock. Every time you boot up, you should reset the date and 
the time. Also, remember not to erase the preference-manager file 
from your work disks, Otherwise, you will not be able to set the date 
or the time, 
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Changing Colors 
There are three parts to every GEOS screen: a border, a foreground, 
and a background. If you have a monochrome or color monitor, the 
first screen you see has a gray border, a white background, and a black 
foreground. The pointer is black as well. 

You can change these colors by clicking the pointer on the square 
of the GEOS screen characteristics (Figure 4-2, middle) that you want 
to change (on a monochrome monitor the intensity will change). GEOS 
will cycle through each of its 16 colors. When you reach the color that 
you want, move on to the next screen characteristic or stop. 

Be careful when you're choosing colors and combinations. Certain 
colors go together quite nicely, while others clash. For example, blue 
on a light gray background and even purple on a cyan background go 
well together. If you are a heavy geoWrite user, you'll want a combina
tion that is easy to look at for long periods of time. Other combina
tions, such as blue on a yellow background or any combination of red 
and green, may be stressful to your eyes. 

If you don't like what you see when you experiment, you can eas
ily go back to the default gray, black, and white combination. You'll 
learn how to do that next. 

Entering Changes 
The last section of the preference manager involves making changes. 
There are five choices available, and they are located at the right of the 
screen (again, refer to Figure 4-2). 

Default. This option returns you to the original GEOS configura
tion (or settings) installed by the developers of GEOS. If you get into 
trouble with colors or cursor values, don't be concerned. Simply click 
Default. You will be returned to the opening, or default, values for all 
the preference-manager parameters, and you'll be able to work once 
more. 

Change. If you have made changes on the preference manager, 
clicking Change will show you what the changes will look like without 
making them permanent. This is an excellent way to tryon new colors 
or even a new pointer shape. 

Save. Clicking Save makes permanent whatever changes you have 
made, until you enter the preference manager again and make new 
changes. For example, if you change the background color to blue, 
each time you enter a GEOS work disk with these settings recorded, 
the background will be blue. 
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Helpful Hints 
Any save function saves only to the particular work disk that is cur
rently active (in the disk drive), If you are going to use another work 
disk, unless similar changes are made on it, you can't expect them to 
be there, 

If you want to design your preference manager so that any new 
work disks that are created will have the new settings, you must 
change the settings on the GEOS source disk, But beware: When you 
begin to change the GEOS source disk, you are risking erasing files 
that you may not be able to replace, 

Load. After you have saved new changes and made others, you 
may find that the latest changes are not acceptable. This would be the 
time to use the Load option to recall the most recent changes. The Load 
operation is similar to the recover option that you use to bring up the 
latest edition of a geoPaint or geoWrite file. It allows some flexibility if 
you have committed yourself too early to a certain design or color scheme. 

Exit. By choosing this option, you exit from the preference man
ager and are returned to wherever you were in GEOS before you se
lected this desk accessory. 

The Alarm Clock 
Have you ever sat down at your Commodore just for a few minutes 
and looked up at the clock two or three hours later? It's happened to 
everyone, and the GEOS alarm clock can help you manage your time a 
little better. The alarm clock screen (Figure 4-3) contains the clock that 

Figure 4-3. The Alarm Clock 
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you set before (using the preference manager), a mode button, a set 
button, and a close, or quit, button. 

The mode button allows you to switch between the time mode 
and the alarm mode. You can change from one to the other by placing 
the pointer on the button and using the fire button on your joystick as 
a toggle switch. Firing once will change you from the alarm mode (a 
small bell appears) to the time mode (a clock face appears). When the 
alarm is active, you'll notice that there is another bell symbol to the 
left of the close icon in the clock box. 

Setting the Time and the Alarm 
To set the time or the alarm, click on the clock or the bell face in the 
clock. Next, place the pointer inside the alarm/clock box and use the 
space bar to move over the digit that you want to set. In most cases, 
this will be the far-left digit. Now, enter either the clock time or the 
alarm time, and click with the pointer on the set button on the clock. 

You'll notice that when you are setting the clock or the alarm 
time, the clock will freeze. You can now use the keyboard to enter the 
time. If you want to use the alarm, you will probably need to set the 
time first, then the alarm. Once you have set the clock time, you can
not return to the alarm mode to see the alarm setting. 

Helpful Hints 
The time setting freezes while you are changing numbers with the 
space bar and RETURN key. This means that your clock is not moving, 
although the actual time set in the preference manager is. If you 
take a long time to set the clock or the alarm time, the time here will 
be different from the time recorded on the preference manager's 
clock, 

One thing you can do to minimize this difference is to practice 
until you get to the point where your alarm-clock setting is only one 
or two seconds behind the preference manager. Another option is to 
press the M key when you're ready to enter the final setting of the 
time or the alarm, It seems that when this key, rather than the pointer, 
is used on the set button, GEOS remembers what the real time is and 
no time is lost, 

Exiting the Alarm Clock 
When you are satisfied that the clock and alarm time are set as you 
need them, click on the solid box or the close icon, and you will be re
turned to the application that you were in. You can also press the 
SHIFT -Q combination of keys to close the alarm clock. 
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Making Notes to Yourself 
I forgot to call about the newspaper ... .! must call the plumber again .... The 
books have to be returned to the library. 

Sound familiar? Everyone forgets what's on lists, what errands 
need to be run, or what must be prepared for work or class tomorrow. 
The problem is that people often remember these things at the worst 
times-such as when they are working on their computers. Slips of pa
per might work fine, but that's not very efficient. Papers get lost, and 
there's no way to keep them in any order. Enter the note-pad desk 
accessory. 

The Note Pad 
By selecting note pad, you can leave any GEOS application and write 
yourself a note, keep a list, even write a letter within a letter, and print 
it out at a later time. 

An application of the note-pad feature might go something like 
this. Figure 4-4 is a geoWrite letter about an upcoming party. In the 
middle of the letter, the writer realizes that it would be very conven
ient to keep a running list of some of the people who should be called 
about awards, rides, and other business. 

To start making a list, the writer selects the geos option from 
within geoWrite (since that's the application where the letter is being 
written), and then selects the note pad item on the pull-down menu. 
The actual note-pad screen will appear, and, just as in geoWrite, the list 
of people to be called can be entered and edited if necessary. 

Figure 4-4. Letter with Note Pad 
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GEOS will automatically save this information as a file called 
"Notes" (with a new icon) on your work disk; it can be as long as 127 
pages. When you have finished making entries on the note pad, click 
the close icon on the top right of the pad. GEOS will return you to the 
original screen that you were working on. 

The Note Pad and Multiple Files 
There is only one note pad, and it can be accessed from any file you 
are working on. For example, if you open an entirely different applica
tion from the letter above and select note pad you will get the party 
list. 

For this reason, you should develop a system for keeping your 
notes on each subject separate from the others-for example, by using 
a dotted line when you are finished with one file and ready to move to 
another. Then, if you return to an earlier set of notes, just add these to 
the note-pad file by placing the pointer at that point, clicking, and typ
ing in the additional notes. 

To delete the note-pad file, simply select the icon from the work
disk opening screen and dump it in the trash. 

The Calculator: Keeping Your Numbers Straight 
Another useful desk accessory is the calculator, which allows you to 
leave whatever application you are in and compute certain values that 
you might need for a document. As with the other desk accessories, 
the calculator is selected from the geos option on the command-bar 
menu. 

Using the GEOS calculator is just like using a hand-held calculator. 
The same number of steps is required, and they are performed in the 
same general sequence. You'll find the following keys on the calculator: 

+ Add 

x 
/ 
C 
INST/DEL 
SHIFT-Q 
E 

Subtract 
Multiply 
Divide 
Clear screen 
Clear entry 
Close calculator file 
Calculate exponent 
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Helpful Hints 
You can do almost any kind of mathematical operation with the keys 
that are available on the calculator. For example, you'll notice that 
there is no square-root sign on the calculator. If you want to take the 
square root of a number, simply use the E (exponent) key and take 
the number to the 0.5 power. 

A Step-by-Step Application of the Calculator 
One application of the calculator is in computing how much the total 
cost will be for the party described in Figure 4-4. At $15 per person, 
with an attendance of 78 people, the final figure is $1,170. Here's how 
to compute this on the calculator: 

1. Select the calculator desk accessory. 
2. Enter the number 78 from the keyboard. These two digits will ap

pear on the top row of the calculator. If you like, you can use the 
pointer to click the numbers you want to select. 

3. Enter the multiply symbol-either entering the asterisk (*) from the 
keyboard or clicking the times sign (X) on the screen. 

4. Select and enter the price of one dinner ($15). 
5. Enter the equal sign, and the final value, $1,170, will be computed 

(Figure 4-5). 
6. Exit the calculator by clicking the close icon. You can then enter the 

final cost for all the dinners into the letter that will be sent to the 
chairperson of the event. 

Figure 4·5. Calculating Party Costs 
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Helpful Hints 
You can also do a series of operations simultaneously, although they 
will not appear on the screen. For example, if you want to perform 
the computation 

«2 X 6) + 4) / 2 

you would have to press the equal sign between each transaction. 
To get the correct answer, 8, the actual sequence of keys entered 
must be 

2X6=+4=/2= 

Editing with the Calculator 
If you make a mistake when you're entering a number, you can do one 
of two things. First, you can clear the entry (press CE), which will 
erase the latest entry from the calculator's memory, and then begin 
again. 

When you clear an entry, all that is cleared is the last digit or dig
its that have appeared on the calculator screen. You cannot clear an en
try that is an operation, such as multiplication (X) or subtraction (-). 

The second way to edit a calculator entry is just to use the 
INST jDEL key as you do when you're editing text. This action will 
backspace over an entry. It too can be used only for numeric values 
and not for operational signs. 

As with other desk accessories, simply click on the small black 
square on the calculator and GEOS will return you to the application 
you were working in. 

The Photo Manager 
One of the most useful desk accessories is the photo manager. This 
GEOS accessory allows you to store the drawings, images, and any
thing else you can create with geoPaint onto your work disks, and then 
transfer these images into another document. 

The photo manager works something like this. Any of the images 
that you create can be saved as a file. When an image is current (on 
the screen), it can be saved as a photo scrap. GEOS can hold only one 
photo scrap in its memory at a time. If you want to save that file, you 
will need to create what is called a photo album, used for the perma
nent storage of photo scraps. 

So, the photo manager is the tool that allows you to place up to 
127 separately named photo scraps into a photo album. Like any other 
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kind of album, a photo album has pages, and any page from that al
bum (which is a photo scrap) can be recalled whenever you want to 
use it again. 

Creating Photo Scraps 
A good example of how to use the photo manager can be illustrated 
with the design and development of flowcharts. Flowcharts are dia
grams that use symbols to signify different kinds of operations. A dia
mond shape represents one type of operation and a rectangle or 
square, another. In order to use these photo scraps more than once, we 
will create geoPaint files for each one (Figures 4-6 and 4-7) and then 
place them in a photo album named "flow.symbols." 

Figure 4-6. Diamond Photo Scrap Figure 4-7. Rectangle Photo Scrap 

Placing a Photo Scrap into a Photo Album 
After you've drawn the figure that's to become a photo scrap, select 
the edit icon and define a region surrounding the drawing (Figure 4-8). 

Now, go to the edit option on the window menu and select cut or 
copy from the submenu. If you choose to cut, you will be taking the se
lected region from your geoPaint screen and placing it into the photo 
album as a photo scrap. The image will disappear from the screen and 
the file. If you choose copy, you will be taking the image from your 
geoPaint screen and saving it as a photo scrap, but the image will re
main on the screen and part of the file. 
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Figure 4-8. Defining a Photo Scrap 
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Helpful Hints 
When you create a photo album, it's probably best to copy a draw
ing rather than to cut it. Most photo scraps will be used again, and if 
you cut them from a file, they will no longer be accessible. 

Only one photo scrap can be in temporary storage at one time. If 
you cut or copy one photo scrap, and then go on to cut or copy an
other, the last one cut or copied will replace the first. The latest photo 
scrap that is cut or copied is saved as a GEOS file. 

The photo scrap is represented on the GEOS opening screen by the 
scissors icon. You'll notice that the name of this icon is Photo Scrap, not 
some user-given name (such as "party.1tr" or "pta. sign"). This is be
cause the content of the photo-scrap file changes each time a new 
scrap is identified. 

Creating a Photo Album 
In order to save images to be used later, you need to create a place for 
them to be stored. This storage area is called the photo album. 

The first step is to select the photo manager item from the geos op
tion on the command-bar menu. You'll see a dialogue box like that in 
Figure 4-9. 
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Figure 4-9. Photo Album Dialogue Box 
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Just as with other dialogue boxes, you need to make a decision 
here. Since you are creating your first photo album, the choice should 
be to create a new photo album and assign a name (which, in the case 
of the example given earlier, is "flow.symbols"). 

If you had already created and stored some photo albums on your 
work disk, you would choose the option to open an existing album. 
You would then see a list of the albums available, and you would 
open the one you were interested in working with. 

Now, however, you can see the opening photo album screen, 
which in this case will contain the title "flow. symbols" and a file and 
an edit option in the upper left corner. 

To place the rectangle flowchart symbol (Figure 4-7) into the 
photo album, click the edit option and then the paste option on the 
menu. 

The image will be transferred from being a photo scrap to becom
ing part of the photo album. The photo manager knows to do this 
since it looks for the most recently defined region, which you identi
fied by using the edit icon and the most recently copied or cut scrap 
(Figure 4-10). 

If you want to add additional photo scraps to this photo album, 
click the file option and then the quit option, which will return you to 
the application you were working in when you created the photo scrap. 

If you want to open a different photo album, click the file option 
and the close option. You will then be shown a dialogue box that will 
ask if you want to create a new album or open an existing one. If you 
choose to open an existing one, you will see a listing of the available 
albums that have already been created (Figure 4-11). 
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Figure 4-10. Transferring Image 
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Figure 4-11. List of Available Photo Albums 
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Each page in each photo album holds one photo scrap. A photo 
album is treated like a file and is represented on the GEOS opening 
screen by an icon which shows three graphics tools. The same icon is 
used for all photo albums, with the title of the photo album given 
underneath. 
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Making Multiple Images 
It's easy to reproduce the contents of a photo album by just pasting in 
the same photo scrap as many times as you need. You might want to 
use multiple copies of a certain image in different types of applications. 
Having more than one available would be convenient. 

A Photo-Scrap Summary 
Here's a summary of the steps required to create a photo scrap and en
ter it into a photo album: 

1. Using geoPaint, create a photo scrap. 
2. Use the edit icon to define the region you want to identify as a 

photo scrap. 
3. Click edit on the command-bar menu and either copy or cut the 

region. 
4. Select photo manager from the geos option on the command-bar 

menu. 
5. Create a new photo album and name it, or open an existing one. 
6. Select the edit option on the photo-manager screen and then paste 

the photo scrap into the album where it should then appear on the 
screen. 

What's in My Photo Album? 
When you are working with your photo album, you can easily review 
its contents by moving the cursor to the bottom left corner and using 
the fire button to click and page through the photo scraps. 

In Chapter 5, you'll learn how to use photo scraps and photo al
bums in a very powerful way, by combining them with other geoPaint 
and geoWrite documents. 

When you have finished working in a photo album, click the close 
icon, and you will be returned to the application in which you were 
working. 

The Text Manager 
When you use GEOS as an everyday tool, you will find the text man
ager to be as indispensable as the photo manager. There are similar
ities between the two. 

Just as the photo manager handles photo scraps, so the text man
ager takes scraps of text and allows you to move them around GEOS 
documents. The text manager helps you to manage up to 127 of these 
different text scraps for each of the albums that you create. 

And, as there is an icon that represents a photo scrap, there is an 
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icon that represents a text scrap. Again, the title of each photo scrap is 
shown underneath the icon. 

The text manager also saves text scraps as a file for you to use 
later. As is the case with the photo manager, only one scrap at a time 
can be active. If you do not save that one text scrap, the first one will 
disappear when it comes time to cut, copy, or paste another one into 
this temporary storage. 

Creating a Text Scrap 
When you use geoPaint, you must first identify any information that is 
to be placed into any album. With a photo scrap, you select the edit 
icon and define a region by moving the pointer to create a box that en
closes the photo scrap. With a geoWrite text scrap, it's a little different. 
The basic step of identifying a region remains, but the exact steps in 
the process are different. 

First, of course, you must have some text that has been created 
within a geoWrite file. For a text scrap, highlight the area by using the 
joystick and the fire button. (You did this earlier when you learned 
about editing in geoWrite.) Drag the cursor over the material to define 
the region that will become a text scrap. 

In Figure 4-12, the fire button has been pressed and the cursor has 
been dragged over the first name and address on a list. This method 
for defining a text region is the first step in creating a photo album. 

Figure 4-12. Highlighted Name and Address 

Fred VonVleet 
1-41-4 Wilson lone 
T ecumSOD_ WI 

Rondo Console 
Zl Brodbury Lone 
Cotton_ Ity 

Placing a Text Scrap into a Text Album 
After the region (the three lines including name, address, and city and 
state) has been highlighted to select it, the edit option on the com
mand-bar menu and the copy item on the submenu are selected. This 
saves the text scrap in temporary storage, and it is ready to be trans
ferred to a text album for more permanent storage. Remember, only 
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one text scrap can reside within GEOS at a time. A text scrap must be 
stored in a text album, or it will be replaced with the next text scrap 
that is defined. 

Creating a Text Album 
The next step is to select text manager from the geos option on the com
mand-bar menu and one of the three following options from the dia
logue box: create a new text album, open an existing one, or quit. 

As with your first photo album, choose the option to create. Since 
this set will be used as the names for the form letter, an appropriate 
text album title is "names." 

Helpful Hints 
As you work with more and more files on more and more disks, it will 
become critical for you to name your files and albums something that 
makes sense. Numbers such as file 1 or file 2 will come back to haunt 
you-you may have more than one file 1 on different disks, and you 
will not know which one you want to use. Use clear labels that tell you 
at a glance something important about the contents of the file. 

When you select paste from the text-album edit menu, the "names" 
file will have the name and address you selected as its first page entry 
(it can have as many as 127 pages). 

In the future, should you have more text scraps to add to this (or 
to any other album), you will have to go through the dialogue box and 
open an existing text album or create a new one. 

Helpful Hints 
Once you enter a text scrap into a text album, you cannot edit that 
text scrap, so be very careful that what you want is what you have 
entered. You can remove a text scrap, however, by selecting the cut 
item from the edit option on the text-album page. When you do this, 
you will delete from the text album whatever text is on that page of 
the text album. 

Multiple Copies: Mailing Labels and Lists 
Sometimes you may want to make more than one copy of a text-album 
entry. You can do this simply by pasting again and again at the text
album level. Do this by selecting the paste item from the pull-down 
menu as many times as you want a copy. 
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Each time you select paste from this pull-down menu, you will see 
the number of text scraps in the text album increase by one. This appli
cation could be very useful in producing multiple copies of an individ
ual's name and address, which could then be printed on gum labels 
and used as mailing labels. 

You might also use this option if you want multiple copies of any
thing, including letters and memos that have been entered into the text 
album. It's almost like having your own photocopy machine. 

A Text-Scrap Summary 
Here's a summary of the steps that you should take to create a text 
scrap and enter it into a text album: 

1. Create a text scrap using geoWrite. 
2. Use the pointer to highlight and define the text that you want to use 

as a text scrap. 
3. Click edit on the command-bar menu, and either copy or cut the 

region. 
4. Select text manager from the geos option on the command-bar menu. 
5. Create a new text album, and assign a name or open an existing 

one. 
6. Select the edit option on the text-manager screen; then paste the text 

scrap into the album where it should then appear on the screen. 

To exit the text manager, click the close icon on the text-album 
screen and the close item on the file option on the command-bar menu. 

What's in My Text Albums? 
Just as with a photo album, you can find out what is in any of the text 
albums you have created by opening it and flipping through the pages, 
or by clicking the scrolling arrows at the bottom of the text-album 
window. 

Here, you can get an idea of what you have and what you mayor 
may not need. It's a good idea to delete files and scraps when they are 
no longer needed (be sure before you act) so that more space is made 
available on the work disk for new applications. 

When you have finished working with the current photo album, 
click the close icon on the screen, and you will be returned to the cur
rent application. 
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Desktop Publishing 
with GEOS 
geoPaint and geo Write 
Together 

You and GEOS are about to embark on an adventure in personal com
puting: desktop publishing. Until now, any kind of publishing-from 
stationery to greeting cards to pamphlets and books-had to be done 
with expensive equipment that was operated by highly skilled 
technicians. 

Not so today. While the Macintosh set the pace, the Commodore 
64 and GEOS now come very close to producing Mac-like documents 
at a fraction of the cost for equipment and software of the traditional 
printing job. When you've learned the material in this section, you'll 
be able to put together your own publishing efforts and produce top
quality materials right from your own study-with your Commodore, 
GEOS, and printer. 

What Is Desktop Publishing? 
Desktop publishing is the process through which you control the entire 
publication process, from the initial idea of developing a newsletter or 
cookbook through the final printing of the product. To do any of these 
things, you will need your Commodore computer and disk drive, the 
GEOS software, and the best quality printer that you can afford. Later 
in this section, you'll learn more about what kinds of printers to look 
for and what they can and cannot do. 

The Publishing Process 
Figure 5-1 outlines the steps in the traditional publishing process from 
the conception of an idea through the production of the final document. 
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Figure 5-1. The Publishing Process 
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You may be responsible for one, two, or even all of these steps. It 
depends upon your skills and the amount of interest and time that you 
have to devote to the project. Some people want more control over 
their work than others, and they may do everything themselves. Others 
want to spend their time doing one or two things, such as writing or 
designing, and they will leave the rest of the process to other people. 
The point is that you probably have the hardware, software, and skills 
to do all of the things in Figure 5-1 if you should choose to do so. 

The Idea 
Exploring ideas for desktop publishing can often be as exciting as the 
publishing process itself. You're probably full of ideas about things you 
would like to write about, and the desktop-publishing environment can 
make that possible. As your ideas develop, keep these points in mind: 

1. Is the idea feasible? Can it be done? You might have the time to do 
the writing, editing, and publishing, but is the idea itself possible? 
For example, can you publish a new collection of 100 greeting cards 
for every holiday period, or should you just concentrate on one holi
day a year for starters? 

2. Is your idea manageable? Some ideas are so large and overwhelming 
that even the most organized effort can't get them done. For ex
ample, publishing a weekly newsletter might be an overwhelming 
burden on someone who is not already geared up and in the busi
ness. Perhaps a better idea would be to try a monthly newsletter 
and build from there. 

3. Is there any interest in the idea? Your answer should be yes to such 
questions as these: "Is there a market for this idea?" "Will people 
enjoy the graphics that I produce?" "Are there other publications 
like mine that are currently being distributed?" 
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The Author 
The author of the material is the individual (or individuals) who writes 
the original material and is knowledgeable in the area being written 
about. An author should have a thorough understanding of the topic. 
If you are doing the writing yourself, you may be, or be able to become, 
an expert. If someone else is doing the writing, be sure that the person 
you choose has the experience and the ability to deliver what you 
need. Ask a prospective author for work samples-specifically material 
that is similar to the general area of writing which you are seeking. 

Helpful Hints 
When using GEOS on a desktop-publishing project, begin with a new 
work disk and remove all the files that you will not be using. Remem
ber that you may want to use different fonts, but if you do not need 
accessories like the calculator or the note pad, delete them to make 
room for your other files. 

For example, here's a work disk set up for the newsletter project 
that will be completed later in this chapter. (It's the same list that you 
would get if you selected the view option from the window menu 
and the by type item from the pull-down menu,) 

File Size Type 
JOYSTICK 1 K Input Driver 
California 6K Font File 
Roma 5K Font File 
University 10K Font File 
GEOPAINT 29K Application 
GEOWRITE 22K Application 
DESK TOP 1 8K System File 
photo manager 5K Desk Accessory 
text manager 5K Desk Accessory 
(Your Printer File) 1 K Printer Driver 

In this configuration, the total number of files is ten, the total num
ber of bytes (a measure of space used) is 102K, and the space that 
you have available for files is 59K, A Commodore disk holds about 
320K, but since GEOS takes up some of the space, all the space on 
the disk is not available, 

You'll notice that all of the desk accessories and some of the 
fonts (Dwinelle and Cory) have been removed since they were not 
necessary for this application, 
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The Copy Editor 
The copy editor's job is to check everything from spelling and gram
mar to picture captions, consistency, and style. He or she also has to 
make sure that the manuscript is internally consistent, for example, 
with figures numbered in the proper sequence. Most important is clari
fication of unclear phrases and language and generally making the 
manuscript more readable. 

The copy-editing stage is often the last chance to make corrections 
in a manuscript before it goes into the production stage. Authors 
usually are able to see the copy editor's version of the manuscript to 
insure that nothing has been changed to read other than the way the 
author intended. 

The Art Designer 
The art designer is in charge of providing art and design copy, making 
sure that different aspects of the manuscript, such as type fonts and 
styles used in different sections, don't clash. This person renders drafts 
of book covers, logos, chapter openings, section headings, and so forth. 
Anything that comes under the general umbrella of visual aspects of 
the published product should include the art designer's feedback. 

The Compositor 
The compositor is the person who actually enters the copy into the 
computer and builds the file that will be used in the printing process. 
Twenty years ago, compositors used Linotype machines to create 
plates, which were then used to print pages. Today, many compositors 
don't actually do any typing themselves, but operate typesetting ma
chinery which reads disks directly and then forms type from those 
disks. 

As a desktop publisher, you are your own compositor. Programs 
like GEOS will read geoWrite and geoPaint files and print them out, for
matted as you have specified. There are even companies that specialize 
in reading files into commercial typesetting machines, producing type 
that is indistinguishable from the most professional-quality productions. 

The Proofreader 
The proofreader is responsible for correcting errors and identifying for
matting problems within the manuscript (for example, incorrect mar
gins and absence of page numbers). Since almost every manuscript or 
piece of copy has some errors, this is a very important job and one that 
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must be done slowly and carefully. Some proofreaders read their as
signed work two ways: first, from front to back to check for errors in 
content, and second, from back to front, word by word, to make sure 
that the spelling is correct. 

The Printer 
Finally, there's the printer, the person who takes the disk with the 
words and symbols and turns it into hardcopy. Your local quick-print 
shop can often handle all your printing needs since you will be gener
ating the master copy to print from. You should have no need for its 
typesetting or design services. 

Most people use some kind of copying service when they need to 
produce large quantities of printed material. If your projects are suc
cessful enough, it might pay for you to take your finished copy to a 
commercial printer. The printer will then make a plate of the image 
and print it on an offset press. 

Designing Your Pages 
After you have written your copy (the material that will be printed), 
your next concern should be the design of the pages. You'll need to 
consider what is on each page and how everything fits together to look 
balanced and well conceived. 

As you already know, GEOS offers you several different types of 
fonts that come in various sizes and styles (see Appendix A). Your fin
ished printed page will contain many different elements, all of which 
must be combined to produce final copy that will be printed. Figure 5-
2 illustrates some of the most important elements besides fonts, styles, 
and sizes. These include the following elements: 

Column size and placement 
Page size 
Titles 
N umber of headings 
Pagination 
Use of boxes 
Margins 
Indention 
Copyright statement 
Justification 
Lines 
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Figure 5-2. Sample Page 
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Using some of the GEOS features that you have already learned 
about, and others that you will read about in this chapter, you will be 
able to make choices about each of these elements as you design your 
page. 

Good Design 
Good design does not come easy. Like anything else, it must be prac
ticed. There are, however, some hints that you might want to remem
ber as you begin your first efforts. 

• Use graph paper to roughly sketch out the format and content of your 
pages. Include everything that you want on the page. Don't take the 
time to do any detailed design work since GEOS will do that for you. 
All you want is an idea of what things will look like before you begin 
the formal work of putting it all together. 

• Any page design must take into account both the spaces that are 
printed and the ones that are not. The white space (the unprinted 
areas) should be balanced with the printed areas. A full page that is 
double-spaced is more attractive and easier to read than a half-page 
of single-spaced copy. 

• Good page design calls for a variety of different types of elements, 
but not so many that they compete with each other and cancel any 
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beneficial effect. For example, one "what's new" box might be very 
effective, but four such boxes would compete with each other and re
sult in visual confusion. 

• Keep in mind the purpose of your publication and its intended audi
ence. If you're publishing a children's book, you don't want to use 
10-point (5/12 inch) type. It won't be readable or attractive. 

• Let your design fit your budget. If you can afford the best quality pa
per for the final printing, you might want to go the extra length and 
print in more than one color. You can use different colors of ribbons 
and run the paper through your printer more than once. 

If you are on a strict budget, perhaps just good quality black rib
bons would better reflect your needs. 

Another possibility is the use of photographs. With the develop
ment of new hardware, you can incorporate pictures into your publi
cations at relatively low cost. For example, digitizers are hardware 
peripherals that transform an image into a file that the computer can 
read and print. Digitizers are available, but they are expensive. Try to 
find someone who has the hardware and will let you create files from 
the photos you'd like to incorporate into your document. 

• Graphics, including tables and charts, should be placed near their ref
erence in the text. This makes them easy to find and, since the ex
ample is nearby, enhances your discussion. 

• Consistency is important, but overdoing it can be boring. You may 
want to place department headings (such as "Books Reviewed" or 
"New Equipment") in the same position on their respective pages, 
but don't necessarily make the text in each department the same 
length. 

Getting Ready to Print 
A major part of any publishing effort, and especially of desktop pub
lishing, is making a dummy layout of how things will look. This means 
assembling an actual layout of the different columns, photos, boxes, 
special features, headlines, and all the other elements so that you can 
get some idea of how things will look and also of how many pages 
will be necessary to print the finished work. 

When preparing a dummy, you will need a form to work on, like 
the one in Figure 5-3. It's a simple grid of lines, equally spaced across 
the page, and was constructed by using the straight-line tool and the 
ruler. 

The dummy is sent to the printer, and extra copies are made on a 
photocopy machine. Many years ago these sheets were used for the ac
tual paste-ups, and then the photographs were taken and made into 
plates that were used in the printing process. With desktop publishing, 
you skip the actual (tedious and time-consuming) paste-up process. 
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Figure 5-3. Grid for Dummy Layout 

Preparing the Dummy 
Using one of the grid pages, start laying out the individual columns, 
boxes, and figures that you have produced using geoPaint and geoWrite. 
Although later in this chapter you will learn how to integrate these two 
programs, the dummy will help you to plan for that integration. 

Produce a dummy for each of the pages that you expect to be de
signing. This will give you a good idea about the number of pages that 
will be required. Publishers usually print in terms of what is known as 
a signature, which is a large sheet folded to page size that contains a 
number of pages. 

For example, if you are producing a four-page newsletter, you 
could print four individual 8-1/2-by-ll-inch pages. Another way 
would be to print on both sides of a 17-by-ll-inch piece of paper and 
then fold it twice to produce a four-page newsletter. This format is 
much easier to organize and print, and it's also much easier to mail. 

Selecting a Printer 
Today there are basically three types of printers available. The printer 
that you use will depend upon many factors, including cost, quality of 
print, and compatibility with GEOS. 

The dot-matrix is the most popular general-use printer. It uses a 
printing head that consists of wires arranged in a rectangle. When it is 
time to print, the computer sends a message to the printer telling 
which combination of wires to print. Then numbers and letters are 
produced. 
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The big advantages of dot-matrix printers are that they are inex
pensive to buy, print very quickly, and are well-suited for graphics. 
The major disadvantage is that the quality of the print often looks rag
ged around the edge. Some of the new dot-matrix printers that have 
24-wire printheads give much better quality than the standard 9-wire 
type that is most often available. 

The best quality type that a standard dot-matrix printer can pro
duce is called correspondence quality; it is often used for letters. 

The daisywheel printer produces letter-quality type. A print 
wheel is used, and it has the advantage of producing high-quality type. 
The disadvantages are that daisywheels are slow in speed (sometimes 
very slow) and high in expense. 

The laser printer is the third kind of printer that is suited for desk
top publishing. While it is the most desirable, it is also the most expen
sive. It does, however, produce beautiful copy and is the choice of 
many people who regularly use it for desktop publishing. 

A laser printer works like a photocopier. It actually makes an im
pression of the file contents and prints the file by using a drum and 
the toner that photocopiers use. An electrostatic charge attracts the 
toner onto the drum in a pattern that corresponds to the words and 
images on the screen. This image is then transferred to paper for a 
hardcopy. Good laser printers can print about eight pages of text in a 
minute, compared to the slower dot-matrix type and the turtle pace of 
some daisywheel printers. 

What Kind of Printer? 
The printer that you use is operated from within GEOS by a specific 
printer driver. When you choose the printer driver to produce your first 
document, you have to identify the driver for the printer that you have 
hooked up to your Commodore 64 and install the driver. See the GEOS 
manual for instructions. 

To a large extent, whatever is available as drivers (listed in the 
GEOS manual) can be used with GEOS. The producers of GEOS will 
soon be offering a driver for laser-jet printers. If you're a registered 
owner of GEOS, you should be getting information about this in the 
near future. 

Producing Clean Copy 
Right now you are probably using a dot-matrix printer, and whether 
the quality is high or low, there are some simple steps you can take to 
improve it: 

• Always use a new ribbon when you are printing out final copy. Wash 
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your hands completely, using some mild cleanser to make sure that 
any ink that can smear on clean paper has been removed. 

If you can, use a carbon ribbon. That's the kind that is coated 
on only one side, and the impression is struck onto the paper. If you 
can't get a carbon ribbon for your printer, a good-quality cotton rib
bon is essential. Quality does make a difference, and the ribbons rec
ommended by manufacturers are more expensive, but they usually 
work better than generic brands. 

To save money, you can buy reinkers for ribbons. They are es
pecially useful when you buy ribbons that come in expensive car
tridges. You can even find companies that will replace ribbons in your 
cartridges, saving you additional money. 

• Use high-quality paper. Paper comes in grades such as 15 and 20 
pounds. Use the highest grade you can afford, with the highest rag 
(cotton) content. Twenty pound with 25 percent rag content is usually 
fine. Always begin with clean paper. 

• Be sure that the platen (the roller) and the other parts of your printer 
are clean. Nothing is more frustrating that a beautiful, sharp image 
ruined by some earlier sloppy work. 

• If you use fanfold paper (attached with perforations), be sure you get 
the kind that has pages that are easily and cleanly separable from 
each other. Nothing looks worse than ragged, uneven edges on a fin
ished document. 

Creating a Newsletter 
During the past ten years, the number of newsletters being published 
has increased dramatically, and it is likely that desktop publishing will 
playa large role in any future increases. There are newsletters for every 
special interest: how to manage your money, where to go on vacation, 
your health, house security, and even where to find the best chocolate. 

What follows now is a step-by-step example of how to create a 
newsletter about children, using some of the ideas that have already 
been discussed-including the photo and text managers. The title of 
the newsletter is Your Child & You. The outline for the first issue looks 
like this: 
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YOUR CHANGING CHILD 
A New Routine 

BEING A PARENT 
Crying 

HEALTH & SAFETY 
When to Call the Doctor 
Car Seats 

THINGS TO DO 
Mobiles and Visuals 

NUTRITION 
Breast-feeding and Drugs 

PARENT TO PARENT 
Crib Death 
Constipation 
Colic 

NEXT TIME IN YC & Y 

Desktop Publishing with GEOS 

To produce this newsletter, you'll create text and photo albums 
and then integrate them with geoWrite and geoPaint files. 

Creating the Text Albums 
The first step is to create a set of text albums that contain text or pas
sages that will be used more than once in this issue of the newsletter 
and in later issues. 

The first text album will be named "banner"; it will contain the 
banner for the newsletter (Figure 5-4). YOUR CHILD & YOU is written 
in 24-point Roma bold. The subheading (The Newsletter That Grows 
With Your Child) is composed in Roma 12-point bold. Finally, the is
sue and date information is Roma 9-point plain. 

Figure 5-4. Newsletter Banner 

YOUR CHILD & YOU 
The Newsletter That Grows With You Child 

VQlv~13, no. 7 Svmll:wr, 1986 

The text that is entered in the text album will not look the same as 
the text that was originally typed into the geoWrite file. GEOS stores 
text scraps in only one font. When this text is transferred to a geoPaint 
or geoWrite file, it will appear as it was originally typed. 

The next album (Figure 5-5) will be called "headings." It will con
sist of the department headings, such as YOUR CHANGING CHILD, 
BEING A PARENT, and so forth. Remember that, in order to form 
these albums, you first have to create text scraps. 
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Figure 5-5. Newsletter Department Headings 

VOUR CHANGING CHilO 
BEING A PARENT' 
HEAL TH & SAFET',{ 
THINGS TODD 
NUTRITION 
PARENT TO PARENT 

Creating the Photo Albums 
The next step is to create a set of photo albums. These albums will 
store geoPaint materials that will be used more than once in this issue 
of the newsletter as well as in future issues. The first one is a rectangle 
outlined with a black border indicating that an article continues on the 
next page (Figure 5-6). 

The second one will be created in a file called "end." It's a simple 
graphic that will be used at the end of this and each issue to close the 
issue. Both of these drawings will be placed into a photo album called 
"parts." 

Figure 5-6. Next Page Figure 5-7. End Graphic 

I~ ........ I l'bt End 

Entering the Text 
By this point the contents of the newsletter have been determined, and 
the text for each of the sections has been completed. The text for the 
newsletter has been typed into separate geoWrite files, with a separate 
file for each of the sections (YOUR CHANGING CHILD, PARENT TO 
PARENT, and so forth). This insures that if anyone file is accidentally 
lost, the entire copy for the first issue will not be lost at the same time. 

It's also usually easier to keep track of things and work efficiently 
when you have a series of smaller files rather than one huge one. 

Figure 5-8 is the first screen of material for the first section of the 
newsletter-YOUR CHANGING CHILD. 
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Figure 5·8. First Screen of Newsletter 

YOUI Changing Child 

t'1':1n'.J pOfen~s .. espedoll'~ ~ho:::e u.,h.::> b.::>~h ,-,-'ofk ou~side the 
h.::> me.. find tnot qood qualit", dtl", cme i::: tlb:::olutei", neces:::o .... ,. fOf 
theio' t<lmilie::: to fun :::moothl",. All P<l .... ::r:tS W<lnt <1 place whe,'e 
their children will be sote (md well co .. ed te.r.. but it is otten 
difficult to decide ,-uhot make::: one center bette,' thon .. lnothe ... 

Reqofdless ot the center thtlt ",01.1 miqht cho.::>se.. ",01.1 should teel 
.::omt'::>ftoble thot the st.:ttt ·::I:\n qi<..oe '.J'::>'Jf ·::hild the km·j of .::ore 
th.:tt 1.,101.1 lLIouid Qi",'e it 1.,101.1 lllefe thefe. 

To find out ,-,-,hot kind ot dOll core cente.s ':1re tl".'oiltlble in llOU,' 

The text has been entered with relatively narrow margins (flush 
for the left margin and five inches for the right). A tab has been set for 
paragraph indentions. The size of the margins doesn't matter; when 
you paste this text into your geoPaint file, you can adjust the size. As 
you know, however, the margins should be set to one screen's width 
so that you can see the entire text as it is entered. 

The only font used in the text is University (12 point) with some 
headings and special words in boldface. This is the initial part of the 
text-entry step in the production process. At this point nothing is cen
tered or lined up as it will be in the final copy. 

The copy for the first issue of the newsletter is saved under the 
files YCY1-1, YCYl-2, YCYl-3, YCYl-4, YCYl-5, YCYl-6, and YCYl-7 
(one for each section). 

After the text has been entered, the files are printed out and proof
read for typos, spelling errors, consistency, and clarity. Proofreading 
your own work is difficult since it's easy to overlook even the most ob
vious typing error. For this reason you should have someone else 
proofread your work. If you are producing a newsletter or other ma
terials for wide dissemination, you should probably hire a professional. 

Designing the Page 
Now that the text has been entered and edited, turn your attention to 
designing the page layout. First, design a layout screen and save it as a 
file. Figure 5-9 is a general layout that can be used for all newsletter 
pages. The dummy of the entire newsletter, which was done earlier, 
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indicates that this issue will be four pages long. So, one layout screen 
for the front page and three copies of this screen will be made (using 
the file/duplicate sequence). They will be named "title page," "page 
2," "page 3," and "page 4." These pages become templates into which 
other text and photo album materials can be pasted. 

Figure 5·9. General Newsletter Layout 

YOUR CHILD & YOU 

D 

D CJ 

The first thing to draw is the outline, or the border, for the first 
page of the document. In geoPaint, since you can draw only as much 
as you can see on the drawing window, this border must be done in 
parts. Move the page for each new section and use the straight-line 
tool. 

Figure 5-10 is a preview of the upper left part of the page border. 
In order to continue, select the edit icon from the toolbox and then 

move the page to the place where the border lines can be continued. 
When this icon is selected, the page-map box shows the location of the 
current drawing window in respect to the entire page. 

When there is no more room to move the line so that it can be 
continued, a click on the fire button will return you to the straight-line 
tool. Remember that you can use the pixel tool to draw or line things 
up at any time. 
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Figure 5-10. Preview of Border 

Helpful Hints 
As you use the full geoPaint screen, use the preview option fre
quently. This gives you an idea of where you are going and lets you 
see what kinds of spaces you are creating. Also, don't forget to up
date your file as you work; geoPainf drawings sometimes take a very 
long time to complete and require many different steps. Updating 
prevents major catastrophes. 

The job now is to continue drawing the border until the complete 
page is outlined. All the lines are drawn by using the straight-line tool. 
You can form a thin black border around the page itself by drawing 
two sets of lines and then filling the space between them with black. 

At this point you can also mark off columns, and you should leave 
room for the banner on the opening page. 

Combining geoPoint and geoWrite Files 
The text has been finished and graphics have been prepared for inser
tion into the page templates. Now it's time to place the text into the 
geoPaint page design. 

Creating Text Scraps 
Since the geoWrite files will be placed into the geoPaint layout, the first 
step is to create text scraps from each of the geoWrite files and then 
place them into a text album for further use. To do this, return to the 
first geoWrite file, in this case called YCYl-l. Creating a text scrap, as 
you may remember, is done by highlighting a selected section of text 
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and then cutting or copying it. Whether it is cut or copied, it is put into 
temporary storage. 

If you want to place the text scrap in permanent storage, you can 
then place it into a text album through the use of the text manager. 

Helpful Hints 
Once a text scrap has been entered into a text album, it loses its 
identity as a text scrap and becomes part of a text album. When in 
temporary storage (after it is cut or copied), it is 0 scrap, but once it 
is placed in the album (which is permanent), it becomes part of the 
album it is placed within. 

In this case the text album that is created is named "YCYtext." 
Once the text scrap is pasted in the album, it will appear on the 

text album screen as 1 af 1 text-album pages. 
When you define (by highlighting) an area of text as a text scrap 

and place it in the text album, the next text scrap that is defined will 
be placed immediately after that first section of text. If you want to 
keep sets of text scraps separate from one another, you need to create 
a separate text album for each set. For example, you might want to cre
ate a new text album for each of the sections in a newsletter or chap
ters in a book or sections of a report. This mayor may not be 
necessary, depending upon your specific needs. 

Copying a Large geoWrife Document into a Text Album 
In many cases the text that you want to transfer will take up more 
than one geaWrite monitor screen. This could be a problem, since 
GEOS allows you to highlight only one screen's worth of information 
for transfer into a text album. 

To copy a large geaWrite document into a text album as a series of 
text scraps, follow these steps. (Large here means a geoWrite file that 
takes up more than one monitor screen.) 

1. Select the appropriate geaWrite file. 
2. Highlight the entire geaWrite screen. 
3. Copy or cut the text using the edit option on the command-bar 

menu. 
4. Select the text manager from the geas option on the command-bar 

menu. 
5. Create (or open) a text album. If you are creating a new album, you 

will have to name it. If you are opening an already established one, 
you will have to click it and open it on the dialogue box that will be 
displayed. 
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6. Select the edit option on the text-album menu and click paste. This 
will place the text scrap into the album. 

Now, repeat this process with the next monitor screen of text. That 
screen will become a text scrap and will be placed into the same text 
album as the first scrap. 

Placing Headers and Department Heads 
Before any text is added to the geoPaint document (which, in this case, 
is the page-layout form), materials stored in photo albums should be 
placed into the geoPaint "page" file. When this step has been finished, 
the first page of the newsletter should be completely designed, except 
for the addition of the actual text. 

The first image that should be pasted into the geoPaint page tem
plate is the headline for the newsletter. Just follow these steps: 

1. Open the "page" file that has the border and outlines for the first 
page of the newsletter. 

2. Select the photo manager from the geos pull-down menu. 
3. Open the photo album in which the headline is stored, which in this 

case is "headline." 
4. You will want to use this headline again for future issues of the 

newsletter, so choose copy from the edit menu on the photo-album 
screen. If you wanted to remove it completely from the photo al
bum, you would select cut. This image is now (once again) a photo 
scrap. 

5. Select the edit icon and open the region where you want the news
letter headline to appear. 

6. Select paste from the edit menu, and the photo scrap should appear 
in the geoPaint file. 

Helpful Hints 
Remember that when you are pasting anything into a geoPainf docu
ment and you need to define a region, the size of the region you de
fine must be big enough to accommodate the image that is being 
transferred. Otherwise, only part of the image will be transferred. 

One way to avoid this problem is to make the edit box much 
larger than you need (as long as it does not interfere with other 
graphics), since you can always paste over unwanted areas. 

The next graphic images that must be transferred and placed are 
the department headings. The same process described above will be 
used again. 
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Placing the Text 
The first step in placing text from a text album into a geoPaint file is to 
select from the opening eEOS screen the geoPaint file that you want to 
place the text in. In this case the text from the newsletter file YCY1-1, 
which is already part of a text album, will be placed into the template 
created in geoPaint and named "page." 

Here are the steps for placing the first page of the newsletter's text 
into the geoPaint "page" file, which by now has headlines and section 
markers. 

1. Select the text manager. 
2. Open the appropriate text album, which in this case is called 

"YCYtext." 
3. Find the text that you want transferred and copy it from the text al

bum into a text scrap using the copy item from the edit menu. 
4. Use the text icon to select the region where you want the text scrap 

to be placed. 
5. Select the paste option from the edit menu, and the text scrap will 

appear in the text region that you have defined on the newsletter 
page. 

You can change the position of the text and even the size, 
style, and font with techniques that you have learned earlier. All of 
these alterations can be made before the final click on the text icon. 
After that final click, no changes can be made. 

Helpful Hints 
Remember that you can transfer only one screen's worth of text at a 
time. To avoid confusion, mark on the dummy of the page where you 
start and where you end each transfer. 

6. When more text scraps are added, the new material will be placed 
after the position of the I-beam, which is determined by the begin
ning of the text region. 

Helpful Hints 
There may be times when you will transfer more than you want to 
from a text album to a geoPainf file, Simply erase to delete what you 
don't want, For example, you could save all the department head
ings as one text scrap (Figure 5-5), paste in the entire set, and then 
delete what you don't need, 
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Once the geoPaint file appears on the monitor screen, you will 
need to define a place where the text will go. Do this with the text 
icon. You may remember that this tool is used to define an area and to 
add text to geoPaint drawings. 

Finally, you use the paste item from the edit option on the com
mand-bar menu. The text that you have saved as a scrap will then ap
pear in the text region which you defined in the geoPaint document. 
You can now adjust the size of the region to the column sizes that you 
defined in the original layout of the geoPaint page. 

Once the text from the text album is in the region that you have 
defined, you can do several things-from changing format (by adjust
ing the size of the region) to changing the font and size (by clicking on 
those command-bar options) or even modifying the style of the text 
(by clicking one of the boxes in the status box). 

You cannot, however, change only part of the entered text. Since it 
has been defined as one region, any operation acts on the entire region 
of text. 

You should know that Undo will not have any effect on changes 
made to text-album material that is placed in a text region. You'll need 
to take extra care. 

You can make any combinations of changes until you click for the 
final time; then the box defining the text region will disappear, and all 
changes will become permanent. Take advantage of the opportunity to 
move the text, the headline, or the department heads if they are not 
where you want them to be. But, remember, the final click is it. There's 
no more editing after that. 

BOilerplates 
Boilerplates are standardized sets of sentences or words that are used 
over and over again in a document or throughout a set of documents. 
They're handy because you won't have to type the same material again 
and again. GEOS can use boilerplates quite easily. First, you define a 
block of text as a boilerplate, store it as a text scrap in a text album, 
and then transfer it into a geoWrite file. 

For example, if you wanted to create personalized stationery, you 
could use a boilerplate for the heading. Each time you sat down to 
write a letter, you would simply transfer the text from the album into 
the geoWrite file, and your heading would appear there. 

Here's how to create a boilerplate and use it with geoWrite: 

1. In geoWrite, enter the text that will become the boilerplate. 
2. Define the boilerplate as a text scrap and store it in a text album. 
3. Whenever you need the boilerplate, copy it from the text album. 
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4. Return to the geoWrite application to which you want to transfer the 
boilerplate. 

5. Enter the text manager and copy the boilerplate of text you want to 
transfer. 

6. Select the paste option from the edit menu (in geoWrite) and then se
lect the text option. Your text will be transferred to the document. 

7. Now, using the edit/cut/paste sequence, move text wherever you 
want. 

Inserting an Image into a Letter 
You have seen how text and photo scraps can be placed in different 
kinds of documents. Often, you might like to insert a particularly at
tractive graphic, such as a chart that took many hours to draw, into the 
text of a letter. Here's how to go about it. 

1. Make a photo scrap of the image and place it in a photo album. 
2. Select the geoWrite document that you want to transfer material into. 
3. In geoWrite, select paste from the edit menu and you will see two op

tions. One will paste text into a geoWrite file; the other will paste the 
image that is a photo scrap, the graphic. 

4. Select the paste/picture sequence, and the graphic will appear on the 
screen. 

5. Now move the graphic to the exact position where you need it. Pre
view the page to check such things as formatting and spacing. 

These are just some of the possibilities that you can accomplish by 
using GEOS and its many options. Look for new application programs 
from the developers of GEOS, and good luck with your creations. 
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GEOS Windows and 
Pull-Down Menus 
Use these quick-reference tools to find the pull-down menu and the 
GEOS command that you want. 

Opening-Screen Window Menus 

geos file 

geos 
geos info 
deskTop info 

select printer 

select input 
preference mgr 
alarm clock 
photo manager 
text manager 
calculator 
note pad 

file 
open 
duplicate 
rename 
info 
print 

view 
by icon 
by size 

view disk special 

General information about GEOS 
General information about the deskTop operating 
system 
Use this to select a printer after a driver is on your 
work disk 
Use this to select a joystick, mouse, or pad input 
Sets GEOS parameters 
Sets time and alarm time 
Manages photo scraps and albums 
Manages text scraps and albums 
Works like a hand-held calculator 
Writes and stores memos 

Opens a file 
Duplicates a file 
Renames a file 
Provides information on a file 
Prin ts a file 

Shows files' icons 
Shows files by size 
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by type 
by date 
by name 

disk 
open 
close 
rename 
copy 
add drive 
validate 
format 

special 
BASIC 
RESET 
Q-LINK 

Shows files by types 
Shows files by creation date 
Shows filenames in alphabetical order 

Opens disk 
Closes disk 
Renames disk 
Copies disk 
Adds a new drive 
Validates a disk for errors 
Formats a disk 

Runs BASIC programs from GEGS 
Resets to Commodore BASIC 
Loads QuantumLink program 

geoPainf Screen Window 

geos file edit options fonts 

geos 
See opening screen. 

file 
close 
update 
preview 
recover 
rename 
print 
quit 

edit 
cut 
copy 
paste 

options 
pixel edit 
normal edit 
change brush 
color off 

Closes a file 
Saves a file (file remains active) 
Views the entire geoPaint page 
Returns to last saved version of file 
Renames a file 
Prints a file 
Quits and returns to deskTop 

Removes highlighted region from file 
Copies highlighted region 
Pastes scrap into file 

Edits in pixel mode 
Edits in normal mode 
Selects new brush 
Turns off color 
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font (point sizes given in parentheses*) 
BSW (9) 
California (la, 12, 14, 18) 
Cory (12, 24) 
Dwinelle (18) 
Roma (9, 12, 18, 24) 
University (6, la, 12, 14, 18, 24) 
• Size of type (1 point equals 1/72 inches) 

GEOS Windows and Menus 

geoWrife Screen Window 

geos file edit 

geos 
See geoPaint screen. 

file 
See geoPaint screen. 

edit 
cut 
copy 
paste text 

picture 

options 
previous page 
next page 
goto page 
hide / show pictures 
page break 

font 
See geoPaint screen. 

style 
plain text 
bold 
italic 
outline 
underline 

options font style 

Removes highlighted text from file 
Copies highlighted text 
Pastes text scrap into geoWrite document 
Pastes photo scrap into geoWrite document 

Goes to previous page in file 
Goes to next page in file 
Goes to designated page 
Prevents pictures from showing onscreen 
Advances to next page 

• Size of type (1 point equals 1/72 inches) 
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Figure A-l. GEOS Fonts and Styles 

Cam'ornia plain 
California bold 
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·hintUt un~H:rlint 

R i.'U)1 \.'\ £<1-.."1 iii 

Rema heli 
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Ua ••• __ $it ....... t 

Uftiver~ibJ 10 peiftt 
University 12 point 
University H point 
Universit y 18 point 
University 24 point 

Photo-Manager Screen Window 

file edit 

file 
close Saves file and returns to photo-album dialogue box 
quit Saves file and returns to application 

edit 
cut Removes region from file 
copy Copies highlighted region 
paste Pastes photo scrap 

Text-Manager Screen Window 

file edit 

file 
close Saves file and returns to text-album dialogue box 
quit Saves file and returns to application 

edit 
cut Removes highlighted text from file 
copy Copies highlighted text 
paste Pastes text 
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Glossary 
alarm clock 
A desk accessory that keeps track of the time and rings an alarm 
when set. 

backup 
A copy of the master GEOS disk. 

boot 
To start GEOS from the blank Commodore 64 screen. 

border 
The area on the screen where files are temporarily stored as they are 
switched from disk to disk or from page to page of the deskTop pad. 

brushes 
The set of 32 GEOS brush shapes. 

calculator 
A desk accessory which functions as a full-featured "hand-held" 
calcula tor. 

click 
To push the joystick button once. 

close 
To make a disk no longer available to the GEOS operating system. 

close Icon 
A small black square on various screens that allows you to close a file 
without going to the window menu. 

color bar 
A display of 16 color choices accessible when geoPaint is being used in 
color. 
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copy 
To reproduce a scrap from one document for placement within 
another. 

copy a file 
To make a copy of a file on the same disk or on another disk. 

create 
The option to choose when you are starting a new file. 

current-pattern indicator 
A small square at the bottom of the geoPaint screen that indicates the 
active pattern. 

cursor 
The blinking character on the screen that indicates where entered text 
will appear. 

cut 
To remove a scrap from one document for placement within another. 

delete 
To erase or remove material from a work disk. 

desk accessories 
The set of GEOS accessories including the alarm clock, preference man
ager, calculator, text manager, photo manager, and note pad. 

deskTop 
The interface between you and other GEOS features such as geoPaint 
and geoWrite. 

dialogue box 
A GEOS window that requests information before it can continue-for 
example, asking whether you want to open or create a new file. 

disk 
A round piece of magnetic material that stores your files. 

double-click 
To push the joystick button twice in rapid succession. 

drag 
To select and move an icon or a screen region from one part of a 
screen to another. 

drawing window 
Within geoPaint, the space where drawing takes place. 
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driver 
A file that tells GEOS what kind of printer or pointer controller you are 
using. 

edit box 
The dotted line enclosing a selected region of a geoPaint screen that 
will be moved, mirrored, inverted, copied, or rotated. 

exit 
To leave a file. 

file 
A unique set of information stored in a separate location on a disk, like 
a book in a library. 

font 
A specific type of lettering style, for example, Roma or University. 

format 
To prepare a disk to receive information. 

geoPalnt 
The GEOS graphics program. 

geoWrlte 
The GEOS word processing program. 

ghost icon 
The faint icon that appears after one click on a GEOS icon. 

goto page 
The geoWrite option that advances you to the specified page. 

highlight 
To use the pointer to move across text and select it. 

Icon 
A visual symbol that represents a file on the GEOS screen. 

info box 
A GEOS box that provides information about the file that is selected. 

input driver 
The file that tells GEOS what is being used to control the input device, 
such as a joystick or a mouse. 
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invert 
To reverse black and white in a selected region of a geoPaint 
document. 

joystick 
A device that allows you to control the pointer. 

menu 
A series of items from which you can choose by using the pointer and 
the joystick or mouse. 

mirror 
To flip a selected region in a geoPaint document from top to bottom or 
from left to right. 

mouse 
A device that enables you to control the pointer. 

open 
The option to choose when you want to return to a previously created 
file. 

open a disk 
To make a disk and its files available to the GEOS operating system. 

page break 
The geo Write option that advances you to the next page. 

page indicator 
A small rectangle on the geoWrite screen that shows the current page 
number. 

page map 
A rectangle in the status box of geoPaint and on the geoWrite screen 
that displays the pointer's position on the entire page. It allows rapid 
movement from one part of the page to another. 

paste 
To place a scrap into a document. 

photo manager 
A desk accessory that allows the storage and retrieval of photo scraps 
and their transfer into other geoPaint and geoWrite documents. 

photo scrap 
A part of the geoPaint file, identified and transferred to a photo album. 
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pixel 
A picture element. 

pixel edit 
The ability to identify and work with a geoWrite drawing at the pixel 
level. 

pointer 
The small arrow-shaped icon used to indicate which file or operation 
you want to choose. 

point size 
The size of a font in points; each point equals 1/72 inch. 

preference manager 
A desk accessory that allows you to set colors, time, and other general 
characteristics of the GEOS operating system. 

preview page 
The production of a greatly reduced total page on the GEOS screen. 

print 
The production of hardcopy of a file. 

printer icon 
The icon that is used to send files to a printer. 

quit 
To return to the main GEOS screen. 

region 
An area of the screen either defined by the edit icon in geoPaint or 
highlighted by using the pointer in geoWrite. 

rename 
To assign a new name to a disk or a file. 

rotate 
To turn a region in a geoPaint document 90 degrees. 

save 
To store a file on a disk. 

select printer 
Identification of what printer is being used. 
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status box 
A part of the GEOS screen that gives information about page location, 
color, size of drawing, and more. 

tab 
A preset stop along the ruler line in geoWrite. 

text manager 
A desk accessory that allows the storage and retrieval of text scraps 
and their transfer into other geoPaint and geoWrite documents. 

text region 
An area identified in a document where text will be created, moved, 
inverted, transferred, copied, or cut. 

text scrap 
A part of a geoWrite text file, identified and transferred into a text 
album. 

title bar 
The screen area that displays the title of the active document. 

tool box 
The set of 14 geoPaint tools. 

trash can 
The icon that is used to delete files. 

type style 
The appearance of a font, for example, bold or outline. 

undo 
A very useful command that allows you to erase your last action. 

validate 
To check whether the sectors or portions of a disk are all organized as 
they should be. 

window menu 
The main menu that appears on GEOS screens. 

word-wrap 
The characteristic of word processors that allows the text to continue 
on the next line rather than requiring the user to press the RETURN 
key. 
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work disk 
A new disk created from the master GEOS disk that is used to store 
your files. 

write-protected file 
A file that cannot be directly accessed from the GEOS operating 
system. 

writing window 
The space within geoWrite where writing takes place. 
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Index 
acceleration 109 
acetate 71 
airbrush 61 
alarm clock 7, 112-13 
angle 32 
art designer 132 
author 131 
background 111 
backup disks 11-15 
banners 70 
Berkeley Softworks (BSW) 97 
black 65 
boilerplates 104, 147-48 
boot up 15 
border 72, 111 
brushes, using 58-61 
BSW 97 
budget 135 
business cards 74 
calculator 7, 115-17 
card paint color indicator 28 
centering 98-99 
Change 111 
circles 

concentric 68 
in a row 69 
in designs 31-32 

clean copy 137-38 
close icon 19 
close option 84, 120 
closing 

disks 16 
files 35, 83 

color 46-47 
adding to black and white 47 
changing 111 

color box 28 
combining files 143-48 
command bar 13 
Commodore 64C 11 
Commodore 1350 mouse 9 
compositor 132 
consistency 135 
copy 42, 57, 118, 123, 133, 145, 146 
copy editor 132 
copying a large document 144 
craft patterns 75 
creating a new document 24, 80 
current pattern indicator 27 

default 27 
cut 42, 90, 118, 124, 145 
daisywheel printer 137 
date 110 
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Default 111 
default margins 92 
define 144 
delete 86, 88 
deleting write-protected files 17-20 
desk accessories 7-8, 107-25 

choosing 107-8 
deskTop 6 
desktop publishing 129-48 
destination disk 14 
digitizers 135 
disk 

closing 16 
deleting 17-20 
opening 16 
renaming 16 

diskTurbo 8 
document screen 81-82 
dog-eared corner 13 
dot-matrix printer 136-37 
double-clicking 14, 24 
double-spacing 101 
drawing 

erasing 41-42 
moving 55-57 
to scale 62-64 

drawing window 26 
moving 52-54 

dummv 135, 141 
dummy layout 135 

preparing 136 
edit 120 
edit box, for erasing 42-44 
editing 

text 85, 86 
with geoPaint 37-44 
with pixels 37-40 

eraser icon 32 
erasers, custom 64 
eraser tool 41 
erasing 40, 41-42 

with edit box 42-44 
Exit 112 
extension 25, 81 
fanfold paper 138 
faucet icon 33 
file 120 

closing 83 
combining 143-48 
naming 25-26,81 
opening 25-27, 81 
printing 46 
recovering 37, 83 



updating 36, 83 
file/duplicate sequence 142 
font 6, 49-50, 94-96, 133 
fonts and styles (figure) 154 
footers 100 
foreground 111 
formatting 

disks 14 
text 92-96 

forms 74 
freehand-pencil icon 28 
geoPaint 5, 7, 23-75, 107, 132, 143 

editing 37-44 
starting 24-27 

geoPaint screen window 152 
GEOS 3-5 

backup disks 11-15 
operating system 6 
source disk 11-15 
using 9-11 
work disks 11 

GEOS Boot 8, 18 
GEOS Kernal 8, 18 
geoWrite 5, 6-7, 79-104, 107, 123, 132, 143 

moving around the page 89 
moving to another page 89-90 
starting 79-81 

geoWrite screen window 153 
glossary 159-65 
go to page 90 
graphics 135 
graphics editor 7, 23 
Graphics Environment Operating System 5. See 

also GEOS 
graph paper 74, 134 
greeting cards 70-71 
headers 100 

placing 145 
highlighting text 86, 89, 144 
ideas 130 
inches 30 
indentions 101 
invert 57 
joystick 9 
kilobytes 20 
laser-jet printers 137 
laser printer 13 7 • 
letter 

business 86-88 
form 97-98 
inserting an image in to 148 
simple 82-83 

lists 124 
Load 112 
logos 73-74 
M. See margins 
mailing labels 124 
maps 71 
margins 92 
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maximum velocity 109 
memory-resident 107 
menu 5 
minimum velocity 109 
mirror x 56 
mirror y 56 
mode button 113 
monitor 9 
monochrome 28 
move 54 
moving parts of a drawing 55-57 
moving text 90 
multiple files 115 
naming files 25-26, 81 
newsletter 138-47 
newsletter layout figure 142 
next page 89 
normal edit 40 
note pad 7, 114-15 
omissions 85 
opening 

disks 16 
existing documents 24, 80 
files 25-27, 81 
saved files 84 

opening-screen window menus 151-52 
outline 102 
overlapping images 69 
page indicator 89 
page layout 141-42 
page map 28 
page-number indicator 82 
page numbers 100 
pages, designing 133-35 
paintbrush 58-60 
paint color bar 28 
paper 138 
paste 42, 90, 120, 124, 125, 145, 146, 147 
pattern indicator box 33 
patterns 

custom 68 
in designs 33-34 

pencil tool, using 34-35 
perspective 66 
photo album 118-22, 140 

creating 119-21 
photographs 135 
photo manager 7, 117-22 
photo-manager screen window 155 
photo scrap 117-21, 122 

creating 118 
pixel edit 37, 38 
pixel-edit mode 53 
pixels 30, 37 
platen 138 
pointer 109-10 

shape 109-10 
speed 109 



points 49, 94 
preference manager 8, 108-12 
preview 98 
preview option 143 
preview-page option 53 
previous page 89 
prin ter dri ver 90, 137 
printer (machine) 136-38 
printer (person) 133 
printing 90-91 

files 46 
from icon 91 
from window menu 91 

printing elements 133 
proofreader 132 
proofreading 141 
publishing process (figure) 130 
pull-down menus 10, 151-55 
purpose 135 
quit 25, 36, 80, 104, 120 
recover 46, 86, 112 
recovering a file 37, 83 
reinkers 13 8 
renaming a disk 16 
reverse video 13, 29, 51 
ribbon 137 
rotate option 56, 71 
ruler 62, 82 
Save 111 
saved file, opening 84 
saving 35-37 

text 83 
scale drawings 62-64 
scissors icon 119 
scrolling 89 
scrolling-arrows icon 52 
shading 67 
shadows 67 
signature 136 
square root 116 
squares, in designs 29-31 
status box 28 
styles and fonts (figure) 154 
T 47 
tabs 93 
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text 24, 47-52, 82, 122, 140-41 
adding 47-48 
changing position 50-51 
changing styles 51-52 
correcting 85-86 
editing 50 
formatting 92-96 
highlighting 86, 89 
lining up 50 
moving 90 
placing 146-47 
saving 83 

text album 123-25, 139, 144 
creating 124-25 

text icon 147 
text manager 8, 122-25 
text-manager screen window 155 
text scrap 123, 125, 143 

creating 123-24 
text styles 51 
time 110 
toolbox 27-28 
trash can 40-41 
typesetting 13 2 
type style 96 
typos 85 
Undo 44-45, 147 
undo box 28 
updating a file 36, 83 
vanishing points 66 
variety 134 
white space 134 
window menu 13 
windows 9, 151-55 
word processing 79 
word processor 6 

using 103-4 
word-wrap 83 
work disk 11, 131 

preparing 16-20 
wri te-protect 18 
write-protected files 17 
writing window 81 
WYSIWYG 81 










